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WRITE FOR THE OTHER PRESS, 
. . 
WHERE CLEANLINESS .IS NEXT TO TYPOLINESS! 
The weekly deadline for submissions is 
Wednesday for publication the following 
Wednesday. Letters to the Editor, vacant sec-
tions, and "time-sensitive" articles (weekend 
news, sports, and cultural reviews) will be 
accepted until Saturday noon and can be sub-
mitted to the editor at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
All other submissions should be forward-
ed to the appropriate section editor. Please 
include your name, phone number/ email 
address, and word count, and submit via 
email as an MS Word.doc attachment to the 
attention of the appropriate editor. 
The Other Press is run by a collective, 
which means all decisions are reached via a 
democratic voting process. Membership in 
the voting collective is open to any person 
who has contributed to at least two of three 
consecl,Jtive issues. Those interested in join-
ing the Other Press collective should contact 











THE OP MUSIC CHARTS - Otherwise known as ... 
What we listened to during the creation of this issue: 
Okkervil River-Don't Fall in Love with Everyone You See 
Thrush Hermit-Clayton Park 
Sufjan Stevens-Illinois 
The Decemberists-Picaresque 
Talking Heads--Fear of Music 
Happy McMittens Day. 
LET.TITDR 
"Tonight your ghost will ask my ghost, 'Where is the 
Love?"' 
''Tonight your ghost will ask my ghost, 'Who here is in 
line for a raise?"' 
''Tonight your ghost will ask my ghost, 'Where is the 
Love?"' 
''Tonight your ghost will ask my ghost, 'Who put these 
bodies between us?"' 
-Metric, "Calculation Theme" 
Ok, you're going to have to work with me on this 
week's Lettitor. Hang tough, keep reading, and like the 
rapper Common says, "One day, it'll all make sense." 
Have you ever crossed the boundaries between your 
skin and someone else's skin, momentarily feeling a 
blending of energies complete with knowledge of anoth-
er's past, present, and maybe even future? 
I'm not talking about doing hallucinogens here; drugs 
are cheating. I'm also not talking about Mother's Nature's 
opiate, the orgasm, either. I'm talking about a rarified 
blending with another human that somehow momentari-
ly wipes away all your preconceptions and replaces them 
with information strange and information exotic, like 
when you're in a dream and somehow know everything 
that's going on in the whole dream, even though you're -
only privy to -the small segment of the dream that you 
can actually see. 
I'm talking about the shared &paces of species when 
they' forget" about traffic and jobs and errands and all the 
trappings of a civilized mind. 
''The wise man is a Buddhist in hard times, a 
Confucian in good times, and a Taoist in the moments 
that occasionally arise between." 
--Some Wise Person £paraphrased] 
A quick Eastern Philosophy / World religion primer: 
1. Buddhism-Buddha preached that existence was a 
continuing cycle of death and rebirth. Each person's 
position and well being in life is determined by his or her 
behavior in previous lives. Buddha also taught that as 
long as individuals remain within the cycle of death and 
rebirth, they can never be completely free from pain and 
suffering. Buddha said people could break out of the 
cycle of suffering by eliminating any attachment to 
worldly things. 
2. Confucianism-A social philosophy developed circa 
500 BC in China. According to Confucianism, people 
can live a good life only in a well-disCiplined society that 
stresses attention to ceremony, duty, morality, and public 
service. 
3. Taoism- The Taoist ideal, on the other hand, is a 
person who avoids conventional social obligations and 
leads a simple, spontaneous, and meditative life close to 
nature. 
What does this little comparative primer, coupled 
with the above quote, have to do with life here at 
Douglas College? Well, nothing, really, and everything 
Goddarhmit. 
More than simply picking a philosophy and sticking 
to it come hell or high water, a life well lived is a life 
engaged. And to engage, it sure helps if you're able to 
adapt. Life doesn't stop. It's a cavalcade of close misses, 
. ' 
3 
targets set and surpassed, and often, complete and utter 
chaos. Being malleable allows you room to move, or, 
more speci;fically, new possibilities to move into. Life is 
change, and change is hatd. 
"I spent every cent I had on booze and women, mil-
lions in all. The rest ... well, the rest I squandered." 
--Soccer star and notorious lush, George Best 
·' And then there's the Dennis Leary side of the equa-
tion: "Life is tough, get a fucking helmet." Which brings 
me to the x-factor. By its very definition, life's variable is 
unknown and different for each and every person. Maybe 
the farm life is what you really crave. Maybe you love the 
buzz and 24-hour stimuli of a big city. Whether you're a 
homebody, a homey, neither, or both, it doesn't really 
matter. 
·~ we are is dust in the wind." 
--Steve Walsh (of the band Kansas) 
There are eight million stories out there in the city, 
and believe it or not, you're one of them. So am I. So is 
the 16-year-old crying in a bathroom while reading the 
directions on a home pregnancy test. So is the fiance 
running errands for the big day, the guy in the glasses 
biding his time in the park, and the girl with the lisp who 
never says ''Thanks," but not for the reasons you'd sus-
pect. There are drivers and ~ers, losses that crush and 
symbolic gestures that lift. For every crash, a phoenix. 
For every phoenix, a fall. For every Confucian, three 
Buddhists, two Taoists, and a Steve Walsh in a pear tree 
who doesn't give a flying fig so long as he's mulleted arid 
adored. 
But the Other Press cares. We do. So you should read 
it. I mean, unless you're reading this online at 
www.theotherpress.ca, you're already holding it in your 
hands anyway, so go ahead and turn the page. The stories 
are all there waiting for you, and you just .never know 
what you're going to find lurking inside these pages. 
-Colin Miley, Managing Editor 
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Hundrads Rally in Vancouvar Against Racist Cartoons 
Shannon Bundock, OP Contributor 
DO -o . 
"D01vntown Vancouver was filled with the sound of 
Islamic chanting on Saturday as hundreds gathered to 
peacifui!J protest Danish newspaper cartoons depicting 
the Prophet Muhammad as a terrorist. " 
-Canadian Press, February 19, 2006 
Over 400 people joined together on February 
18 for a protest organized by several Mosques 
and Muslim organizations throughout the 
Lower Mainland, alongside the anti-war coali-
tion Mobilization Against War and Occupation 
(MAWO). 
The racist cartoons come at a time when 
the US is stepping up threats to Iran and is 
continuing to lead a brutal war and occupation 
in Iraq. At the same time, Canada is a leading 
force in the occupation of Afghanistan and 
Israel is continuing suppression and occupa-
tion against the self-determination of the 
Palestinian people. These attacks on Muslim 
people through Islamophobic propaganda are 
only one branch of the war that "is wreaking 
havoc on numerous Muslim countries. 
Imam Ijazi from the Shia Mosque in 
Richmond, SFU student Brother Osama, Ivan 
Drury of Mobilization Against War and 
Occupation (MAWO), and Imam Fohd of the 
Zawiya Foundation. All of the speakers 
expressed their opposition to the cartoons as 
an attack on the dignity and honor of Muslim -
people. 
"I am not Muslim. So why am I here?" 
I . 
asked Ivan Drury. ''Well, I1am here because m 
this era of war and occupation this racist 
attack is attempting to drive a wedge between 
oppressed people. We must unite with our 
Muslim brothers and sisters and stand against 
these cartoons and the forces behind them, as 
forces of division, forces of humiliation, 
degradation of dignity, and racist, hateful 
propaganda." 
The rally gained wide media attention from 
around Canada, and was covered by CTV, 
Global BC, Canadian Press, and major 
Vancouver newspapers such as Metro, 24, and 
The Province. 
OONt .ONir ANt MU 
The resonant theme throughout the 
demonstration was one of unity of oppressed 
people-Muslim and non-Muslim-against the 
attacks. Speakers included Dr. Aziz Khakhi, a 
• member of the Committee for Racial Justice, 
''We are protesting because we are hurt,' 
said Dr. Khakhi. ''We have been insulted. Our 
dignity has been lowered down. Freedom of 
the press does not include the right to insult 
religious sentiments." 
Taachars and Studants 
Thalablllr movamant backs tha BC Taachars Flidaration "Wildcat" Strike 





On October 7, BC's 38,000 public school teachers began 
strike action after BC parliament passed Bill 12. The contro-
versial bill forces an expired contract onto teachers until 
spring of next year, denying the British Columbia Teachers 
Federation (BCTF) the right to collective bargaining. Despite 
the strike being deemed 'illegal' by the government, BCTF 
membership cast their votes for job action, with an over-
whelming 90.5 percent voting in favor earlier last week. 
By Friday, the decision to walk was showing considerable 
backing from other workers and unions, parents, and high 
school students-who often joined teachers on the picket 
lines at many of their schools to show support. 
Secondary students have found themselves on the covers 
of newspapers in light of this steaming battle for public 
opinion-part of the larger war between the Liberal govern-
ment and the workers. Major newspapers refer to the BCTF 
"taking school .children hostage" as "victims of illegal 
action." 
At a teachers support rally on October 11 , BCTF presi-
dent Jinny Sims responded to these allegations, saying, 
"There is a difference between breaking the law and taking 
action against a law designed to break you." 
More than a dozen high schools in the Lower Mainland 
saw student-teacher solidarity actions Jast week, including a 
picket on the first day of the strike at Templeton Secondary 
in East Vancouver, where a delegation of 20 students 
dressed in black for a "funeral for public education." The 
action carried double meaning in light of the government's 
declaration that the BCTF strike is illegal due to teachers 
being an 'essential service,' meaning, as one Templeton stu-
dent put it, that they were all going to start dying if the 
teachers didn't get back to work. 
A week later, Templeton students joined with more than 
350 other students from Richmond to West Vancouver to 
rally in support of teachers in Vancouver. For over four 
hours, students held signs and cheered as rush-hour traffic 
sped along, honking in support of BC teachers. 
According to a press statement by British Columbia 
Federation of Labour president Jim Sinclar on October 14, 
more than 470,000 fellow workers will back teachers on 
Mo~]-day in a march on Victoria if the government does not 
sit down at the negotiating table. 
The momentum driving towards this march on Victoria 
was nonetheless indicative of the many labour battles that 
have been heating up the province over the past year. During 
the summer, business was halted at the ports by striking 
truck drivers, followed by the lockout of workers at Telus 
and the CBC. Nearly 1,500 Hospital Employees Union work-
ers are currently striking against the Sodexco cleaning com-
pany for better wages. 
Demands for teachers include the democratic right to 
collective bargaining (a right that was taken away through the 
passing of Bill 12), wage increases, and better working condi-
tions-meaning better funded and resourced schools for the 
province. 
o p newse d itor@gmail.com NEWS 5 
Over One Week of Riots in Paris Suburbs 
Nicole Burton, News Editor 
Paris suburbs have been on fire for over a week with 
protests and riots against police brutality, racism, and the 
French government. The riots are in response to the killing 
of two immigrant youths in a run-in with French police. 
The Paris suburbs are a concentration of many of 
France's poorest neighbourhoods, and are home to the 
majority of the country's Muslim and African immigrant 
communities. Alongside their French-born children, the 
population-totalling more than 5 million people-have 
found themselves to be almost entirely penned into these 
ghettos and trapped by poverty and substandard housing, 
combined with racism and harassment at the hands of 
French police. 
Eruptions among the communities' youth began when 
Bouna Traore, 15, and Zyed Benna, 17, were killed on 
October 27 after being chased by police into a subpower 
station. The two youths were both electrocuted, and a 
third, Muttin Altun, 17, was hospitalized. 
Claims are currently being filed against the police, 
including "failure to assist a person in danger," by lawyers 
acting in the teenagers' defence. General sentiment among 
suburb residents has been that the police are responsible 
for the deaths. 
A Driva Against Racruit01ant 
Police have denied the claims, and have placed blame of 
the riots on criminal gangs, drug-traffickers, and racketeers. 
Police spokespersons and French officials have downplayed 
the significance of the riots, which have grown from mere 
outrage against police brutality, to now reflect strong senti-
ments against the French government. 
In Aulnay sur Bois, Clichy-sous-Bois, Le Blanc-Mesnil, 
and other areas on the outskirts of the French capital, a 
total of more than 500 cars have been set ablaze, alongside 
government offices and police stations. Nearly 150 
teenagers have been arrested. 
Studants protast tha risa in Canada's -Diilitary on ca01pusas 
Nicole Burton, News Editor 
With the adoption of the Annual Federal Budget in April, the 
Canadian government gave the military a huge makeover last year, 
starting with a doubling of the total military budget &om $13 bil-
lion to $26 billion. Troop levels are being bolstered by additions of 
5,(XX) personnel into the armed forces and 3,(XX) into the reserves. 
This R:bruary, the last troop deployment (totaling 2,(XX) soldiers) 
will arrive in Afgbanismn, as Canada continues to lead in the 
rebuilding of the country. 
In June 2005, the announcement of the military's official over-
haul came. ''We are no longer peacekeepers in a practical sense:· 
said Canadian Armed Forces Sgt. Leslie during a June press con-
ference. ''We remain only rhetorical peacekeepers." 
The message was then given in simpler words by lieutenant-
General Rick Hillier, Orief of Staff for Canada's Armed Forces, 
who dropped jaws across the country when he referred to 
Afghans as "detestable murderers and scumbags," and tnunpetr.d 
that the Canadian Armed Forces, "are not the public service of 
Canada. Our job is to be able to kill people." 
A number of questions began to rise from people everywhere 
in Canada: Who made the decision to send 2,(XX) troops to 
Afghanistan? Why wasn't it discussed in Parliament? Why is the 
military budget being boosted so much right now? 
Students are asking questions, too. At Capilano College in 
North Vancouver, a handwritten protest placard was displayed on 
an information table, asking, 'The Canadian military budget has 
doubled ... So have tuition fees ... GEf IT?'' 
Over the last year, students at postsecondary institutions across 
the country have made headlines in organizing anti-recruitment 
activities on theit campuses. 
From petition drives to revamping student union policies, activ-
ities range also in the scope of opposition---condemning not only 
the military's recruitment, but also connecting it direcdy with 
Canada's actions in Afghanistan and Haiti, Canada's involvement 
in the invasion and occupation of Iraq, and the Canadian govern-
ment's ongoing financial attack on students through the rise in 
tuition fees and the steady elimination of assistance programs. 
In Ontario, students at Guelph University have taken yet anoth-
er approach against the military on theit campus. A policy recently 
adopted by the Students Union reads, 'The CSA [Central Student 
Association] opposes military recruitment initiatives at the 
University of Guelph. This includes tabling in the [University 
Centre], ads in washrooms, or any v:islble presence on campus by 
any military organization(s) that is/are known to have participated 
in, or supported in any way, activities that are clearly illegal." 
Scott Gilbert, a representative of the CSA, says that this defi-
nitely includes the Canadian military. He explained, ''We drafted a 
policy on military research, and decided to add a clause on recruit-
ment because last year there were some confrontations on our 
campus when recruiters came. 
'This is our stance on military recruitment If a student wants 
to be a part of the military, that is fine with us, we just don't think 
our campus is the right place to do it" 
Gilbert and other Guelph students have also been involved in 
uncovering information on military research being conducted in 
universities in Canada A report has been released by the CSA on 
military research at the U of G and Toronto University. 
· last September at York University, student activists even con-
fronted recruiters head-on with two campus rallies. During the sec-
ond gathering, protesters demanded, ·~y Out of Afghanistan, 
Army Out of York!" to the point that the Canadian military offi-
cers packed up and left Student organizers explained to the York 
Excalibur that the protests occurred because of a strong opposi-
tion to Canada's <iccupations in Afghanistan and Haiti, and that a 
military presence on-campus did not represent the interests of 
York students. 
Here in BC, both Capilano College and the University of 
British Columbia have student groups who have launched petition 
campaigns demanding, "Canada Out of Afghanistan! Recruiters 
Off Our Campus!" The petitions are available for students to sign 
and are addressed to the administration of each school 
'The campaign has been a really important avenue for raising 
awareness about what is, really, the beginning of a new Canadian 
war drive," said Alison Bodine, president of Coalition Against War 
on the People of Iraq and Internationally (CAWOPI). Over 400 
students have already given theit signatures in the campaign that 
would follow York's example and give recruiters the boot 
'The steps taken by the military over the last year show us a lot 
Canada is increasing its role in war and occupation abroad, and as 
young people, we're generally the ones who are expected to fight, 
kill, and die in those missions." 
During the Fall2005 semester, CAWOPI otganized a number 
of educational events around Canada and in Afghanistan and 
Haiti, as well as a forum on the university's academic and corpo-
rate connections to war and occupation. Debates on the issue 
sparked student interest and discussion in the pages of the 
Ubyssey newspaper for several weeks. , 
While the Canadian government pushes its image as a "peace-
keeper" for recruitment, Bodine says that this supposedly historical 
role is a myth that must be dispelled, starting with the history of 
Canada's colonization of Indigenous people. She continued, 
"Even besides this, a huge number of the students in Canada who 
join the military do so in order to find work, or to pay off student 
debt 
"In that case, if the government really wanted to help students, 
they could start with providing better opportunities for jobs and an 
affordable education," says Bodine. '~d ·if we want to help 
Afghans and Haitians, we need to organize against the military 
occupations of theit countries. Students need to organize against 
the use of our campuses as military recruitment centres and trans-
form them into bases of the anti-war movement against the new 
Canadian war drive." 
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Thirty Yaars in Jail; 500 Y aars of lnjustica 
lndigan•s Activist Laonard Paltiar Passas Through 30th Year in Prison 
Aaron Mercredi, OP Contributor 
February 6, 2006, marks 30 years of unjust imprisonment 
for Leonard Peltier. Today, as in 1976, Peltier remains a 
political prisoner jailed through the joint action of the gov-
ernments of the US and Canada in an international war 
waged against Indigenous nations in North America. 
Indigenous communities across the continent joined with 
social justice activists over the weekend in marches and ral-
lies celebrating Peltier's perseverance and raising attention 
to the fact that his case is not yet closed. 
In a recent statement made from his prison cell in 
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, Peltier said, '~s I approach the 
end of my 30th year deprived of freedom, I write to you 
from the United States Penitentiary ... after a grueling trans-
fer odyssey that put me in solitary confinement for six 
weeks." The statement reads, "I am here to appease a 
vengeful government agency that came into my land to 
back a puppet government that was betraying the Lakota 
nation in the most despicable way, giving away our land, 
murdering, and torturing our people." 
In the 1970's, the Oglala Lakota nation on the Pine 
Ridge Reservation in North Dakota was ruled by a "cli-
mate of fear." The FBI backed "Goon Squads" maintained 
corrupt rule on Pine Ridge through a reign of terror 
against the Lakota people. Based on US government 
reports, this included over 60 unsolved and unresolved 
murders of Oglala Lakota men and women between 1973 
and 1976. On top of this campaign, the Pine Ridge Lakota 
suffered the lowest life expectancy rate and the lowest per 
capita income in the United States. 
In this atmosphere of fear and oppression, the elders 
of Pine Ridge asked members of the Indigenous activist 
group, the American Indian Movement (AIM) to come 
support the Lakota in their struggle. In response to this 
call, hundreds of young Indigenous people from across the 
US and Canada traveled to Pine Ridge to form the front 
lines of the struggle for Indigenous self-determination in 
the US. One of these young warriors was Leonard Peltier. 
On June 26 197 5, two FBI agents sped into the Pine 
Ridge climate of fear in an unmarked car with guns drawn. 
In the subsequent shoot-out between the terrorized 
Indigenous people on the reservation and the FBI agents, 
both of the agents were killed. In the FBI siege that 
ensued, one Indigenous man, Joe Stuntz, was shot dead by 
a sniper. While his murder was never investigated, the FBI 
began the most extensive "man hunt'' in US history, comb-
ing the continent for the AIM members fingered for the 
deaths of the agents. 
AIM organizers Dino Butler and Bob Robideau were 
captured and stood trial for murder while Leonard PeltJer 
fled to Canada, convinced that he would never stand a fair 
trial in the US. Even in the highly racist climate of South 
Dakota, Butler and Robideau were both found "not guilty" 
for the shooting because the jury found that they were act-
ing in self-defense, and there was no evidence pinning 
them to the "fatal shots." Determined to knock down AIM 
and the rising movement for Indigenous self determina-
tion, the FBI turned their attention to Peltier. 
On February 6 1976, Peltier was arrested in Alberta and 
faced an extradition hearing in Vancouver, BC. 
The Attorney General of Canada found that, '~fter 
considering all the evidence that is before me that [Mr. 
Peltier's charges were not] offences of a political character. 
Nor has it been established that the proceedings in ques-
tion are being taken with a view to try or punish Mr. 
Peltier for an offence of a political character." 
"It took the corruption of two countries-Canada and 
the US--to obtain my extradition, conviction, and impris-
onment," explained Peltier in his February 2006 statement. 
He was extradited on select evidence manufactured by 
the FBI, stood trial in South Dakota on select evidence, 
and was convicted of the murder of both agents on select 
evidence manufactured by the FBI. No reasonable evi-
dence was presented tying Peltier to the fatal shootings. To 
this day, the FBI is still refusing to cooperate in Freedom 
of Information Act claims· by Peltier's legal defense team, 
and is withholding an unknown amount of documents. 
While students and young people today are growing up 
generations apart from Peltier and his time on the Pine 
Ridge Reservation, the injustice continues today as the 
Indigenot,Is leader sits in a US prison cell. Peltier himself 
argues that it is more important now than ever before to 
stand up for justice. 
"Th<; US government keeps getting more oppressive 
and tyrannical. Everybody's rights are being eroded and 
innocent people are dying all over the world in the name of 
'de,mocracy and freedom,"' he wrote in February, referenc-
ing US war crimes abroad. 
His advice to those outside of prison is, "Stay true, 
work in unity, confront the traitors, don't be afraid, and 
don't let our struggle die." 
For more information on the case of Leonard Peltier, 
check out: 
The Leonard Peltier Defense Committee website at: 
www.freepeltier.org 
Silence, they say, is the voice of complicity. 
But silence is impossible. 
Silence screams. 
Silence is a message, 
just as doing nothing is an act. 
Let who you are ring out & resonate 
in every word & every deed. 
Yes, become who you are. 
There's no sidestepping your own beirig 
or your own responsibility. 
What you do is who you are. 
You are your own comeuppance. 
You become your own message. 
You are the message. 
In the Spirit of Crazy Horse, 
Leonard Peltier 
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The Ugly Truth 
Mass madia and big uovurnmunt maku it all sound so prutty 
Brandon Ferguson, Opinions Editor 
I was leisurely enjoying a pitcher of beer at the strip-club-
turned-degenerate-bar Hippos when a commercial for the 
Cons_ervative Party of Canada came on. In it, Stephen 
Harper and two senior MP's talked "strategy and hope" in 
a futuristic, glass-encased nerve centre as busybodies 
rushed around working furiously for some greater good. 
The spot was replete with NYPD Blue-ish shaky cameras 
and flawlessly "unscripted" banter. If the dialogue alone 
didn't move me, then the allusion that tho e guys hone dy 
hang out in an earthquake-ridden Bat Cave talking bout 
us regular folk-and how they can bette.c our lives-certainly 
did. It was truly touching. 
If you thought tomato juice in Coors Light was good, 
try crocodile tears in flat Molson Canadian. 
Rhetoric, kids; it's out there, very drop more slimy 
and reptilian than the last. It's used to persuade, convince, 
evoke, and perpetuate the people in po r' pe d ver-
sion of the truth-it does damn well near everythiti but 
tell the truth. 
Just as the dusty framed poster of Vin Carter win-
ning the slam-dunk competition in 2000 captures him in a 
moment of sheer perfection, so to can the 20-secopd 
sound bite canonize po "ticians as competent civil ervants. 
Truth: Vince Carter's a ussy who couldn't play 
through a ninny nose. 
Truth: politicians long a ave up on governin 
favour of camera presence, sticking e--message, unwa-
vering stoicism in the face of criticism, and appearing on 
public relations-contrived talk shows. 
And the media is to blame for this. 
The success of Spin Doctors should have been limited 
to that great year of 1993,. when "Two Princes" was top-
ping the charts, gas was cheap, wars were justified, and 
Keisha Chante was still where she belongs, in diapers. 
Instead, spin-doctors and rhetoric robots have taken over 
the landscape of Canadian and American politics. 
In Canada, it was the singular fear that the conserva-
tives would privatize healthcare that put Paul Martin's 
Liberals back in power. The press covered the assertion as 
a tactical maneuver without ever questioning it. They dis-
cussed the strategic implications rather than investigating 
the actual merit. 
When it became blindi.ngly obvious that the Liberals 
were corrupt, we accepted the Gomery process and were 
promised an election once "the truth came out" in 
Dec mber. The truth will now be delayed until February. 
The press tells us that the public has decided to patiendy 
wait and ove on. 
adians are the best lot of them all. We are ridicu-
lously considerate and remarkably compassionate, which is 
exacdy why our strings can be pulled so sofdy. 
Americans, however, are astoundingly patriotic and 
absurdly paranoid, which is why their strings can be pulled 
so easily. 
The recent events in the South have proven to be a 
real showcase of American media. Storm warnings led the 
ewscasts in the days leadi.ng up to Hurricane Katrina, fol-
lowed shordy thereafter by Supreme Court updates, news 
from Iraq, Bush picking his ass with an armadillo at his 
ranch in Texas, an Idah~ potato farmer and his dog Buck, 
Scianca Mad Hattars 
etc. 
Then the storm hit and all nature (both Mother and 
human) broke loose. All of a sudden, the White House's 
ability to overdy ignore reality became magnified. Maybe it 
was the scenes of death and abandonment; maybe it was 
the symbolism of the Super Dome being ripped to shreds; 
maybe it was because pretty boys Anderson Cooper 
(CNN) and Brian Williams (NBC) were pooping their 
pants in the heart of it; whatever the case, for the first 
time in four years, a carefully rehearsed press conference 
wouldn't be enough. 
Now, I need to confess something. I am utterly infatu-
ated with American media. It both amazes me and fright-
ens me-like a mind-blowing acid trip over the airwaves; it's 
heroin for the head and Zoloft for the ass. 
And so I watched. 
For the first two days, the story was about the story: 
Hurricane Katrina's assault and unprect;dented devasta-
tion. Then, for four days, it was stories of mayhem, rape, 
murder, squalor, and looting-the story of suffering was 
further compounded by Bush's banal use of rhetoric. 
"Brownie's (FEMA chief Robert Brown) doing a helluva 
job." "I can't wait for Trent Lott to build a better house 
than the last one, and I'm looking forward to sittin' on the 
porch with him." ''We're not going to play the blame 
game." 
The press finally stood up and-gasp!-did their job. 
Questions became fierce, heated, impassioned, even 
thoughtful. 
Salactiva mass murdar tha answar to global warming 
Haven't you 
ever wanted to murder someone and get away with it? I 
remember as a young child, so in love with Canada, asking 
my parents if it would be okay to kill our neighbour 
because I saw him dumping anti-freeze in an empty lot, 
using an aerosol tire cleaner, and smoking cigarettes-
unfiltered. "Son," my father said, "sometimes you've just 
got to let assholes be assholes." 
New research at the Kawasaki Korporation now proves 
that my father, the fucking liar, is in fact wrong. In a study 
conducted over the past 10 years, we have scientifically 
proven that the systematic murder of jerks and undesir-
ables is actually beneficial to the environment. 
"In areas of high death density and, on occasion, geno-
cide, the grounds in which the bodies are buried have 
shown dramatically higher rates of nutrient rich soil," the 
Diagnostic Inventory of Environmental Benefits of 
Uniform and Selected Heart Stoppages (DIEBUSHS) said. 
"Furthermore, the reduction in carbon dioxide production 
eases the burden on foliage and the ozone layer." 
Isn't that exciting? The implications cut across all 
aspects of life-from chronic polluters in industry to bad 
economic policy makers, we now have· full justification to 
live out my childhood dream and embark on a murderous 
rampage. 
I love my country, but Canada's reputation as a world 
leader in sound environmental policies i~ somewhat mis-
leadi.ng. There are still coundess industries dumping ben-
zene and chlorine into Ontario's great lakes, companies 
slashing the last North American rain forests of British 
Columbia, and people who just smell really bad in Quebec. 
Waiting for legislation to catch up to science is as frustrat-
ing to watch as the evolution of those stupid fuzzy boots. 
However, we can do something about this by killing the 
worst offenders and still benefit the environment. 
If you look to world leaders in this Moral Crusade of 
Mulching-countries like Cambodia, Bosnia, and · 
Rwanda-we can tangibly correlate the high murder rates 
and mass graves to what has become lush greenery and a 
more vibrant and robust ecological system. Cambodia, the 
first nation to fully grasp the benefits of such an environ-
mental policy, didn't have a Pol Pot to piss in before their 
human fertilizer campaign began. Now, it is a tourist 
hotbed and boasts some of the healthiest species in Asia. 
Bosnia's landscape now resembles the rolling hills and clear 
springs of the Scottish glens-which only came about 
because of Britain's medieval--desire to unite a kingdom 
through sensible environmental planning and mass murder. 
Even Rwanda, who implemented the MCM theory less 
than a decade ago, is beginning to explode with economic 
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Pruss Rooms Turnad War Rooms 
Now I can tall you how to run a campaign ... 
JJ McCullough, OP Columnist 
If you've been reading the papers lately, you can be 
excused for thinking that Stephen Harper is the single 
most incompetent political strategist in the history of 
Canada. Otherwise, why would pretty much every colum-
nist, pundit, blogger, and self-proclaimed political analyst 
in the nation feel that Harper needs to hear their unso-
licited campaign advice? 
While it is heartening to see so many media people 
keen to see the Conservatives actually win for a change, 
the constant nagging of the armchair quarterback brigade 
is getting a bit tiresome. You'd think Harper was some 
sort of perennially fourth-place Jack Layton-esque charac-
ter, rather than the man who pq]led conservative stand-
ings in the House of Commons from 78 to 99.in the last 
election. Maybe Harper should just run a full slate of 
irate newspaper columnists this time around, since that 
would apparently ensure a 100 percent sweep. 
The thing about electoral advice from newspaper 
columnists is that their suggestions seem to be mostly 
constructed to increase the party's appeal to other news-
paper columnists. They confuse the Canadian public with 
the editorial board of the Toronto Star, and assume that 
the policies that can win over the latter ·are the same as 
the ones that will impress the former. 
So Harper is told to dress casually so he will photo-
graph well, speak in gentle terms so he )Vill have good 
sound bytes, and above all, for God's sake don't dare criti-
cize the press or it will surely tear you a new one. 
More than anything else, the press also loves to 
demand Harper be more moderate. Ditch all that crazy 
social conservative clap trap and pro-America BS, they 
declare, and you'll surely cruise to vi{;tory faster than you 
can say Joe Clark. 
The real problem with the Conservative party's elec-
toral strategy, in my view, is that these sorts of sugges-
tions have actually been taken far too seriously, and as a 
direct result, for the last three elections the party (or it's 
Alliance predecessor) has always gone into elections on 
the defensive. Far from espousing radical right-wing poli-
cies, its leaders have gone to great lengths to try and pass 
themselves off as the sort of Liberal-lite moderates the 
media keeps clamoring for. Whenever it's suggested that 
the Conservatives may in fact hold anti-status quo views 
on any issue, they immediately go into extreme denial 
mode, paint themselves as the true defenders of Canada, 
and argue it's actually the Liberals who are the real radi-
cals. 
Tha Earth is So Last Waak 
· Lat's crash • Mars 
lain Reeve, OP Columnist 
In a recent issue of Discover magazine, it was revealed that 
the European Space Program is making major strides in 
their aims to land on Mars. Recent updates suggest they 
may even beat NASA to the punch. 
I must say that, should we choose to go back to 
the old "stick a flag in it" method of daiffiing territory, 
I'm happy Europe will be getting there first. Why? A 
recent study conducted by multi-disciplinary professors 
from SFU has revealed Europe to be tops among the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) ·states in environmental sustain-
ability and progress. Who better to look after a new plan-
et than those who have at least been making some effort 
to look after this one? 
There is, however, some bad news. Guess who ranked 
number 28 out of 30? 
Why, little old us-Oh, Canada! 
Now I'll allow the right a fair bit of intellectual credit 
.on many issues. When it comes to some issues, I'm will-
ing to accept that there is logic in their positions, at least 
the ones that have been reasonably and rationally thought 
out. However, there is one place where I will grant very 
little room: environmental issues. 
Let's adruit it kids: the days where we can recklessly 
wander about plundering the earth and dumping all our 
crap everywhere are over. We can no longer get by insist-
ing God put the earth here for us to ransack as we see fit; 
nor can we go about denying the existence of issues like 
global warming just because one or two scientists out of 
a million say it might not be true. The ostrich syndrome is 
getting us nowhere. If you're still having trouble with this 
I suggest you consider it this way: if they're right-noth-
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' Case in point: Last election the Liberals ran a series of 
ads simply consisting of a ·series of "damning" quotes 
made by Stephen Harper over the years. They showed 
Harper praising the Iraq war, promoting two-tier health-
care, opposing same-sex marriage, yadda yadda yadda. 
What was the Conservative response? 
They made a website. 
But not a website that, you know, actually defended 
Harper, or backed up his arguments with facts and con-
text, or anything like that. No, they made a website that 
presented quotes from Paul Martin in which he praised 
the Iraq war, promoted two-tier heal.thcare, and opposed 
same-sex marriage. 
I have absolutely no clue what the strategy behind this 
plan was, but apparently it's one the media loves. "Throw 
the charges back at Martin!" the pundits cry. "That will 
fix him!" 
To be sure, Paul Martin is a ragmg hypocrite, like all 
Liberals. But to argue that he holds, or has held, conser-
vative positions identical to that of Mr. Harper can only 
serve two equally unproductive purposes: a) it acknowl-
edges that Harper is no more scary than Martin (which in 
turn defines them both as moderately scary, which 'seems 
like a pretty shallow victory); and b) it reinforces the 
belief that certain issues and positions are too controver-
sial to ever discuss openly, and can only be brought up as 
scaremongering tactics. 
The alternate to this strategy of hollow denials and 
races to the mushy middle would be for the Conservatives 
to become more self-confident and unapologetic in their 
positions. This doesn't mean acting like a screaming right-
wing lunatic, but neither does it mean going out of your 
way to deny holding the positions that everyone knows 
you obviously have. 
On the issue of private healthcare, for example, most 
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ing happens; if we're right-WE'RE ALL DEAD. In sit-
uations like that I tend to err on the side of caution. 
One would think a country with such an entrenched 
attachment to nature would be a little more responsible 
with the natural wonders we have around us. Sadly, our 
fair nation is painfully substandard in the realm of envi-
ronmental sustainability. It is a simple matter of priorities. 
As with so many other things, environmental issues take a 
backseat to economic growth. It's tough too, because that 
backseat is very cramped, the environment is a really big 
kid, and the journey's long and getting hotter. 
The solution is simple here. The earth is quite simply 
the most important resource we have. We should treat it 
as such. All issues: the economy, security, human ·rights, 
the price of crackers, old-age pensions, tuition fees; they 
all mean sweet F.A. if our planet cannot sustain our sad-
sap species. 
I suppose the other option would be hitting up Mars 
for a place to stay. But you know the Europeans; they 
would never let us in. It's like renting a basement suite to 
a smoker. It's just a bad investment. 
Dbsarvations of a Cultura in Daolina 
Patrick Mackenzie, OP Contributor 
intrigued by issues related to the social construction of 
gender, I decided to give the article a read. 
Remember the metrosexual, that is, the heterosexual 
adoption of a gay male aesthetic? Well, apparently that is 
so 2002. Now there's a new heterosexual male hybrid 
called the "softcho." They're still macho, but soft. Get it? 
According to the article, softchos are guys who work as 
·bouncers at nightclubs on Granville Street, lift weights, 
take steroids, play rugby, like to fight, but use moisturizer 
and shave their armpits. Apparently, they're really in touch 
with their feminine side. 
Excuse me while I stick my fingers down my throat and 
vomit! Oh my stars-! haven't had such a visceral response 
to cultural phenomenon in ages. The softcho? I beg your 
pardon but give me a macho, doofus, meathead any day, or 
least come up with a better moniker. Oh I know: "I'm a 
pathetic loser who's afraid my girlfriend's gonna dump me 
because I suspect somewhere deep inside I really am just a 
middle-of-the-road asshole." 
A couple of weeks ago, I decided I was too tired to cook 
after a long Wednesday at school. I stopped at my local 
pizzeria to have a beer and order a take-out pizza. After 
ordering, I leafed through a stack of se\;eral day-old news-
papers. I stopped at The Metro, one of the ubiquitous 
tabloid-like free dailies that litter the Lower Mainland. On 
the front page, a thuggish looking guy with a waxed chest 
is posing in front of some kind of exercise devise-possibly 
a bench press, but I'm not sure-petting a Laso Opso sitting 
on his lap. The headline read: "The New Male." Always 
Here's my theory: perhaps, suspecting that big dumb 
guys, especially bouncers, have always been kind of unpop-
ular, these paid thugs, gatekeepers to the oh-so-boring het-
ero Vancouver nightlife, adopt a more feminine-and I 
mean feminine as opposed to gay-aesthetic. I'm just theo-
rizing here, but I think these guys want it both ways: they 
want to be accepted as cool, fashionable, and being in 
touch with their feminine side yet they take jobs where the 
prerequisite is a predilection for mean spiritedness and 
exclusion. It is as if by waxing their chest hair, using mois-
turizer and bathing ~ cologne, that superficial show of 
fashion sensibility will cancel out their deep desires for vio-
lence and control. The rationale seems to be that because 
they're wearing hand cream, it's okay to punch some feck-
Soianoa Mad Hattars: Continuad from Pg 7 
prosperity through environmental policy, 
attracting major Hollywood productions 
and diplomatic dignitaries from around the 
world. 
It is easy to see that the Sudanese peo-
ple, or at least those who remain, will be 
living a life of Eden-esque ease in a few 
short years, once the nutrient rich so~ 
begins to teem with life. 
The Kawasaki Korporation doesn't nec-
essarily promote the mass genocide of all 
people's, though we understand the lack of 
internal controls in the nations cited. 
Which is why, with an abundance of moral 
indiscretion in the First world nations, I 
believe Canada can once again become a 
world leader in positive environmental poli-
cies by singling out the major polluters for 
mass execution. 
There are countless Petro-Can execu-
tives who would do better on their promis-
es of cleaner burning fuels by simply push-
ing up daisies rather than gushing up oil. 
Every year, Tun Horton's produces enough 
garbage to build a ladder to Heaven-eight 
times over. As such, the Toronto Maple 
Leafs should be buried in the Clayoquot 
Sound area, where clear-cutting has left vast 
strips of loose soil and barren hillside. And 
Bob Cole should be included in that grave, 
too. 
Everywhere I turn these days, someone 
isn't doing their part for the environment 
and it just makes me wish I had a gun. But 
what can I do? I'm only one man. 
It's time Canada got out of the new age 
and went back to the old days. It's time to 
legislate the mass murder of environmental 
enemies. If not in life, than in death they 
too can do their part. 
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less guy's lights out. The hand cream will soften the blow; 
hell, it rn!ght even make it disappear. 
This, of course, is the height of absurdity. It's laugh-
able. It's sad. 
Say what you will about macho men: they're sexist, 
they're egotistical, they wear their pants too tight around 
the crotch. However, they know who they are. 
Furthermore, the macho man is archetypal. Do you think 
Odysseus was concerned about body hair when he kicked 
the asses of the suitors macking on his old lady Penelope? 
Do you think that Dirty Harry Callahan was worrying if 
his moisturizer would hold up as he blew holes into punks 
the size of dinner plates with his .44 Magnum? 
The "softcho,'' on the other hand, is an insincere 
expression formed out of, among other things, a shallow 
culture that primarily values appearances. I think we live in 
an age where a gap has opened up in North American cul-
ture whereby exceptionally self-involved and uninteresting 
people can get a lot of attention. 
Everyone agrees that ours is a culture obsessed with 
celebrity; perhaps sensing that they are missing out on the 
action, big dumb guys are tying to carve out an identity 
that is simultaneously derivative and obnoxious. Their 
attempt to reinvent themselves using the template of a 
metrosexual, minus the homosexual over-tones, displays 
their unoriginality and overt homophobia. 
But do we expect the bouncers for the worst nightclubs 
in the city to be intelligent? 
The only people who could possibly take these goons 
seriously are themselves. Their obvious hijacking of the 
metrosexual aesthetic and labeling it "feminine" only 
makes them bigger clowns than they already are. 
10 
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Canadians only understand the proposed two-tier system 
as some sort of evil thing that will kill them. The 
Conservatives are officially not in favor of two-tier 
healthcare, but everyone knows they support it on the 
inside. So why not at least stand up for it when it comes 
under attack? A two-tier system, by definition, will keep 
public healthcare intact while allowing for an independ-
ently-run, fee-based system for seniors who are willing to 
pay for surgery but not willing to wait over a year for it. 
It's a pretty straight forward argument, and not one that 
smart Conservatives like Harper should have a problem 
making. 
On gay marriage, similarly, rather than simply "giving 
up the fight" as the press advocates, and pretending to 
have never opposed the practice in the first place, 
Conservatives should not be afraid to point out that, even 
at its supposed peak of popularity, same-sex marriage 
could barely manage to break a 1 percent margin of 
majority approval. Similarly, even among those Canadians 
who did approve, a large chunk of them were neverthe-
less firm in their convictions that homosexual marriage 
should never assume fully equal legal status to the hetero-
sexual kind. Despite the cries of social libertarians, 
opposing gay marriage was always a fairly mainstream 
position, not some sort of radical fringe stance to be 
ashamed of. 
Lastly, the Iraq war. 
Canadians may be too squeamish to deal with the 
thought of their soldiers getting shot in the Middle East, 
and that's acceptable. What's not acceptable, j10wever, is 
for the Conservatives to distance themselves from a con-
flict that, despite some obvious pitfalls, has achieved a 
great deal of successes. Canadians are supposed to ·be a 
people who believe in ideals of spreading peace, democ-
t . 
racy, and human rights around the world. Let the Liberals 
explain why they thought Iraqis were better off without 
elections, a charter of rights, freedom of speech, or a free 
press. If anything, Conser~atives should have it easy on 
this issue-as war-backers, they can claim credit for all the 
good things that have come to Iraq, but since Harper 
wasn't our commander-in-chief during the conflict, he 
can't be blamed for any casualties. 
In the end, most Canadian voters are basically moder-
ate; but so too are most voters basically non-ideological. 
Voters cast ballots for ideas and rhetoric that make logical 
sense. Despite Mr. Martin's best attempts, throwing 
around scary words like neoconservative in an attempt to 
fear monger only goes so far. If an idea works, it's a good 
policy-no matter what you call it. 
But hey, I'm just a newspaper columnist. What do I 
know? 
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Smith & Raava at tha Movias: Goblat Of Fira 
lain Theodore Reeve and Stephanie S. Preston Esquire, OP Wyld Stallions 
In this newest instalment of Harry Potter, Hogwarts 
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry is host to an interna-
tional magic tournament involving three wizarding schools. 
Throughout the year, Harry must face three magical tasks: 
win back his best friend, take a girl to a ball, and try and 
stop the evil Lord Voldemort from rising again. 
Reeve: 
I didn't see this movie. I have not seen a single Harry 
Potter movie. I will never see a single Harry Potter movie. 
As has been noted many times in the pages of this paper, I 
hate the little wizard, his little friends, and the whole damn 
empire built around this one silly little series. 
Is it good? Maybe. It is original? Not really. Is it deserv-
ing of all the success it garners? Certainly not. So, in hon-
our of my least favourite film franchise, I present the top-
ten things I did instead of seeing Harry Potter: 
1 0) Read a book intended for adults. 
9) Got a life. 
8) Had sex, or at least remembered what it was like. 
7) Walked down Granville Street dressed as a wizard for 
legitimate wizarding purposes. 
6) Watched a movie containing original characters, crea-
tures, and plot ideas. 
5) Drank several cups of tea. 
4) Wrote this snappy article. 
3) Remembered how cool of a wizard Gandalf was and 
how he could kick Harry's scarred little face in. 
2) More appropriatdy, spent the $12 it would have cost me 
to see the movie by wiping my butt with it after a mean 
case of the runs. 
1) Angered several Harry Potter nerds by delivering any 
criticism of their sacred cultural artifact. These are touchy, 
touchy people I tell you. 
Good night folks. 
Smith: 
This week Mr. Reeve again did not join me for the film. 
This is mostly because he has a strange, inexplicable, and 
oddly intense hatred of Harry Potter and wouldn't touch it 
with a ten-foot clown pole. So, I was my own this week for 
the review. I start it off by stating that if members of the 
bands Pulp and Radiohead can be "in" the freaking film 
and still be everyone's indie art-rock gods, then certainly, I 
am permitted to enjoy watching the movie. If you think 
otherwise, piss off!' 
The book the movie is based on is very long, and as a 
result, a lot of content was cut for the film. Entire sub-
plots were left out due to time constraints. In the first ten 
minutes of the film, roughly five chapters wort:Ii. of materi-
al is glazed over, however, aside from the aforementioned 
beginning bit, the pace was excellent. Unlike in Prisoner of 
Azkaban, the film didn't seem to skip by too quickly. 
This was the first Potter film to garnered a PG-13 rat-
ing, and rightfully so, as it was much darker than all its 
predecessors. Even I was creeped out at some of the 
scenes, and I am rational adult who has been watching 
quote unquote horror films all my life. I can't even imagine 
how a six-year-old kid is going to react to Lord Voldemort, 
as he was particularly creepy. 
As with the other films, the calibre of acting is raised to 
a new level. The kids get better every time around and this 
was no exception. More emotional and more intense, the 
trio really shone. Brendan Gleeson joined the cast as the 
incredibly paranoid Mad-Eye Moody, and Ralph Fiennes 
joined the cast as Lord Voldemort. Both actors were 
incredible. · 
Mad-Eye Moody was funny, frightening, and quirky, 
and right on par with how I view him in my head when I 
read the books. On the other side, Ralph Fiennes was per-
fectly cast as the incredibly frightening and horrific Lord 
Voldemort. 
The sets, costumes, and cinematography were fantastic. 
It was a good halfway-point between the styles of the first 
two films and the third. It was not as visually bland as the 
first two, but also not as visually crazy as the third. It was 
the same Hogwarts you started to love in the first two 
films, but suitably darker and more sinister, and not to the 
extreme that left many people disappointed as with the 
third film. 
My only complaints were that the film could have bene-
fited from another 20 minutes added to the beginning. 
Also, the alterations to the storyline left plot holes that will 
need to be filled for the storyline in the later movies. 
All in all, it was a fantastic film, and I am a crazy super 
nerd for loving it as muclr as I do. 
I found it on 
teh interwe•! 
r 
lain W. Reeve, 
Superdickery Fan 
Superdickery.com 
For this week's installment we bring you a 
little piece of comic mischief that has 
repeatedly tickled my funny bone over the 
last few months. The site, www.superdick-
ery.com, was initially devoted to a disturb-
ing trend the site's author noticed: 
Superman is a raging asshole. 
The site began as a collection of actual 
comic book covers and panels that dis-
played Superman being a total jerk. Cases 
of "superdickery'' range from neglecting to 
use his powers to do good, to making out 
with other people's wives, to killing or 
framing his close friends and allies. While 
"superdickery'' is certainly the crown jewel 
of the website, it has since expanded to 
include such sections as "weird science," 
"comic propaganda," and "the seduction of 
the innocent." The final section is a long 
list of unintentional sexual references and 
innuendos, including a wide range of sec-
tions suggesting there is more to Batman 
and Robin's relationship than is immediate-
ly obvious. Delicious. 
While a natural delight for any comic 
fan, Superdickery.com is a sure fire laugh fest 
for any fan of low brow, unintentional 
humour. 
Send your s11bmissions for ui Saw In On The 
Interweb" to aeditor@.gmaiLcom. 
At this point in the evening, things 
to pass on checking out Minus the Bear 
feature of short flicks titled "The Best 
short, no it wasn't. I left the theatre feeling 
to classic metal 
Bar, I dragged 
of 1:30pm, just 
cracking up 
made it just in time to catch a secret performance 
For Curie, which was billed as the Transatlantic Orchc:d 
a day! 
these guys had such a 
that it was pretty boring. 
Next I caught Bo Diddley in a swank 
ol' timer left most of the heavy guitar 
band, but he sure can sing up a 
bling story/ song called "Shut Up 
correct, but funny as hell. 
I was so enraptured by the Diddley peJrt(1jttrumce, 
late to the Headphones set (featuring David Jauan of Pedro 
The Lion) and walked in the venue just in tilne: t.o bear l S sec-
onds of keyboards and a "thank you" as they WJdked off stage. 
Damn it! 
Next I had to take off to interview Harvey :piager front-
man Sean Ndsoa in a seedy bar. During the · the 
weather shi m sun to a professional 
only Sea As such, I opted to 
beers inste catching Elvis 
time Costello •.. next time! 
Monday, September 5 
Things got started on a ~ high note with a great set 
by the Decemberists on the Mainstage. The Tain was awesome 
live and Mariners ReveDfF featured the crowd screaming like 
they were getdlg eaten by whales. 
Next I the Tanyas whose incredible voices 
... --·-- on the grass. & they !OuacJed 
'' 1:-...-111 rendition of 'The littlest Birds, • 
missed cmpping on me. Oh sweet irony. 
the dangers of aerial attacks, I headed indoors to 
catch a relaxed and enjoyable set by Earlimart. Then I headed 
over to catch some instrumental madness by Subpop'ers Kinskl. 
After punishing my ears with the jQsane volume of this concert, 
I headed back outside and caught a ~ by Okkervi.l River. These 
guys are serious wierdos but their '""*-1 alt-country sounded 
great. Keep an eye out for these guys. 
Next up came the greatest band of til time. No it's not the 
Beatles ot ~It's Mudboney. Thae_pys get better with 
each putinfJ ,ar like 6ne wine. Touch Pm Sick never 
sounded so pxl 
At the end of the kt I ran over and qliight a single song by 
Tegan were busy bickering on st;lge. With little 
I ran back to the stage just in 
legendary Stooges to hit the stage. 
stick, this was a wild show. Iggy may 
he certainly has some moves. 
on top of an 
and started 
a rousing ren-
IUDVI.ted people to 
joined by 200 
of the band 
Sean Nelson of Harvey Danger sings of 
Wine, Women and Song. 
Bo Dlddley plucks It oldschool with a 
guitar made out of a kleenex box. 
A&E 
The lead singer of Math 
and Physics Club exudes 
his chronic wtmpery upon 
the audience. A~ 
their pocket protector 
merch was a big hit. 
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Soraw Noisa Rook 
Kevin Lalonde, OP Janitor 
There are certain things in life that I don't understand. 
Cubist art, reality television, women, none of these things 
make any sense to me. But the one thing that bothers me 
the most is, quite simply, noise rock. I just don't get it. 
Now before you grab your pitchforks and call for my 
head, I should clarify. I never thought of early Sonic Youth 
as noise rock, for example. I mean, when was the last time 
you heard someone say, "Oh my god, man I LOVE 
Shellac?" or, "Dude, the new Butthole Surfers is SO amaz-
ing!" Alright, to be fair, a lot of people probably did. But 
that's not what I want to talk about. I'm talking about new 
noise rock. Deerhoof, Xiu Xiu, all of it. It makes no god-
damn sense to me. 
People describe noise rock as big and cacophonous, 
abrasive, an onslaught of noise meant to shatter the 
eardrums. The genre is highlighted by distorted, amateur-
ishly-played guitars and heavy, crashing percussion, often 
lacking a cohesive rhythm or melody, or a melody altogeth-
er. Reading that description back, it sounds like I'm 
describing math rock. Well, fuck math rock too, but we'll 
get to that another time. Right now, I'm pissed about how 
good people think the new Deerhoof is, or the new Xiu 
Xiu, or the new whatever. Again, I just don't get it. 
When I threw in Deerhoof's new LP Apple 0' this 
week, I was excited. I had never really listened to Deerhoof 
before, aside from a few tracks that some friends had 
played for me, and the new album was getting hugely posi-
tive press from all points. Clearly, it had to be good. My 
excitement, however, quickly melted into aggravated irrita-
tion. Not surprising for a guy whose idea of a good time is 
a bottle of wine, a pan-fried trout, and some old 
Decemberists while reading Harry Potter. What the fuck 
was this shit? 
Why do I hate noise rock so much? It's usually discor-
dant and unpleasantly unmelodic. It's annoying. You can't 
sing along to the words (if there are any), and even if you 
can understand the lyrics, they rarely make any sense. It's 
so dissonant and harsh, and you can't even get high to it 
because it just agitates you and freaks you out. Case in 
point: the song "Saturn" by celebrated noise rock 'innova-
tors' Xiu Xiu. Theoretically, you should be able to light a 
joint and listen to damn near anything. But that? I don't 
fucking think so. Again, I just don't understand it. 
That said, not all noise ·rock is so unlistenable for me 
that I can't stomach it. However, it is kinda sad that the 
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only half-melodic tracks on LA Foret sound unmistakably 
like Depeche Mode. What does that say about the genre? 
Indeed, the term "noise rock" has been thrown around 
like an old pair of socks so much recently that it's hard to 
make distinctions as to who is actually playing noise rock 
and who isn't. No, I won't try to give any clarity in that 
regard; remember, I don't understand it. However, it fright-
ens me when I hear people labeling bands like Wolf Parade 
as noise rock. Sure, for the first 12 seconds of "You Are a 
Runner," you might think the song a bit grating. B_ut then, 
seemingly out of nowhere, you hear ... what's that, a 
melody? Jesus, is that so fucking hard to play? It's cohesive, 
it's pleasant, and it's goddamn catchy is what it is! And it 
causes me to say to myself, "yeah, I really want to put that 
on," and don't have to suffer through it in any way. 
So the real question is, why the hell do people who like 
noise rock like noise rock? Is it because they're angry? 
Were they not hugged enough when they were little? Have 
they been drinking too much? Frankly, and I know some-
one is gonna hit me for saying it, I think it's because they 
have a metal plate in their head or something. Either that 
or they're deaf. Otherwise, I simply can't explain it. 
Frankanstain-Douglas Collaga Thaatra Dapartmant Production 
Brady Ehler, OP Contributor 
Douglas College's own Allan Lysell recently adapted Mary Shelly's Frankenstein for ·the 
stage as one of the two major theatre productions of the semester. 
For Frankenstein, Lysell took a·unique approach; he used the original literary work as a 
template, added elements of popular fiction portrayals, and then further added personal 
touches. He also underscored the classic tale with a modern-day sub-story, which explore 
moral issues around human cloning. Lysell stays true to the philosophical nature of the 
original work, with both the traditional Frankenstein sequences as well as the modern-day 
additions. 
Mter examining various stage adaptations of Frankenstein and re-reading the original 
text, which Lysell feels has many merits and many faults, he decided to do his own adapta-
tion. Because of the relevance of the novel to modern day issues concerning human 
cloning, Lysell chose to augment the play writing a modern day storyline to compliment 
the original piece with philosophic questions directly relevant to today. 
"When I looked at it, it was just so obvious to me that we are doing exactly the same 
thing. We're involved in stem-cell research and cloning ... we are very, very, very close to 
being able to clone human beings." 
Some of the issues that Lysell explores within the context of the play are: what are the 
social connotations that result from man playing god? At what point does human life -
begin? Is it at birth? Does life begin in the embryonic state? Does it begin sometime in the 
pre-embryonic state? Just because we can clone (or create) a human being, does that mean 
we should? 
The Lysell adaptation is certainly a fresh take on the story. To reduce the story into a 
two-hour play and accommodate the "future" sequences, large chunks of the novel have 
been omitted, characters have been cut, and other characters have been augmented. Much 
to his credit, Lysell manages to keep the spirit of the original work intact despite the alter-
ations. Some of the ways Lysell achieves this is by portraying The Creature as an intelli-
gent character, who is essentially human, despite his horrific origins, and by analyzing 
Victor Frankenstein's feelings for his creation. 
·"It's not the creation of the monster that is Victor Frankenstein's dow!lfall, but the 
fact that he rejects the creature in this really horrible post-partum depression ... he sees the 
creature as having no soul, but it's fairly obvious from the novel, that the creature does 
have a soul, or acquires a soul through the process of educating himself." 
The set design mirrors Lysell's unorthodox approach to the piece. There are no major 
set alterations during the play. Instead, the ambiance of the scenes is created through 
thoughtful lighting, music, sound effects, and character placement upon the double-helix 
shaped set. The hexagonal platforms (the shape of protein structures within DNAJ that 
make up the stage are mirrored by six video screens, which provide an excellent tool for 
creating background for the scenes, and work as an effective tool for adding depth and 
texture to the play. -
ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT 
How To Gat Busy, 
Vince Yirn, OP Brown Bagger 
While most people today learn about sex from the 
Internet, those without a home computer and Internet 
connection would be hard-pressed to do this from an 
Internet cafe or a public library. Most public Internet 
providers strongly discourage such use, as educational as 
the content may be. For those people, I offer a quick run-
down on several sex references in printed hard copy form. 
Brown paper bag not included. 
Sex for Dummies by Dr. Ruth Westheimer 
(second edition) 
$31.99 CDN, published by John Wiley and Sons, 2001 
Although a lot of people would cringe at the idea of tak-
ing sex advice from someone old enough to be your grand-
mother, Dr. Ruth Westheimer is a major authority on sex 
and relationships. She utilizes a frank writing style, which is 
to Books 
accessible for both the uninitiated reader and more sea-
soned veteran (despite the tide). 
The book covers just about every topic you could think 
of, from sexual positions (with illustrationsQ, to sex toys 
(with more illustrations!), to sexually transmitted diseases 
(no illustrations, sorry). Dr. Ruth also dedicates much of 
the book to dating and relationships. The information may 
even help you get laid. 
Dr. Ruth is quite explicit when it comes to the various 
topics, and while she does have her opinions on some con-
troversial topics, she chooses to remain fairly neutral. Sex 
for Dummies is an unthreatening read that should appeal to 
just about anyone. 
Everything You Always Wanted To Know About Sex* 
(But Were Afraid to Ask) by David Reuben, M.D. 
$10.99 CDN (paperback), published by Harper 
Collins, 2000 
Originally published in 1969, Everything You .Aiwf!JS 
Wanted To Know About Sex * (*But Were Afraid toAsk) is 
back and bigger than ever (the indicia boasts "96.9% total-
ly new material''). This book is quite exhaustive, covering 
just about everything. While Dr. Reuben does not have the 
media notoriety of Dr. Ruth, he definitely knows his stuff. 
Written with scientific detail, the book deals with every-
thing from the mechanics of sex (separate chapters dedi-
cated to male and female genitalia), to sex crimes, to birth 
control. Using the question and answer format, Dr. 
Reuben leaves no bases uncovered. For one, before reading 
the book, I assumed "hand-balling" was something you 
weren't supposed to do in soccer. 
While a little more intimidating for a first~timer (lacking 
illustrations, for one), the book goes into minute detail on 
everything. However, Dr. Reuben is quick to warn that the 
book should not be taken as medical advice, although 
some things go without saying. Dr. Reuben also writes in a 
frank and accessible manner (sample text: "As any surgeon 
will tell you, the rectum wasn't designed as a playground''). 
Much .like Dr. Ruth, Dr. Reuben passes no judgment. 
However, he does have his preferences, choosing "natural" 
whenever possible (except· for bitth control, obviously), 
recommending against things like unnecessary surgery ("If 
It Works, Don't Fix It-You Can't Get a New One If You 
Break It!''). Indeed, the book lives up to its tide and then 
some. 
The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook: Dating 
& Sex by Joshua Piven, David Borgenicht, and 
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Jennifer Worick 
$19.95 CDN, published by Chronicle Books, 2001 
The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook series describes 
how to survive in very specific (yet unlikely) situations such 
as what to do if attacked by a shark or how to land an air-
plane. Largely done in a tongue-in-cheek manner, the writ-
ers inject a lot of humour into their strategies for surviving 
dating and sex. Don't expect any serious advice in this 
book. 
Despite the tide, this is not really a sex manual. While 
there are many situations that are described in detail 
("How to remove difficult clothing," "How to fake an 
orgasm," "How to have sex in a small space''), many- of 
which would come in handy, it doesn't go into much detail 
(no information in sexual positions, foreplay, .etc.) and is at 
best a humour book. 
The rest of it is dedicated to dating and relationships, 
with sections on breaking up, meeting the parents, and 
stain removal (Get your mind out of the gutter! I'm talking 
about lipstick on the collar!). As it stands, the back cover 
warns: ''Book may not be used as a contraceptive device." 
But, it is a fun read. 
The Kama Sutra of Vatsyayana 
translated by Sir Richard Burton 
Various editions available 
The granddaddy of all sex manuals, The Kama Sutra of 
Vatrycryana is the definitive book on love and sex. Originally 
written in Sanskrit in the third century, it is one of the old-
est sex manuals written and has been translated and pub-
lished many times. Sir Richard Burton's translation (origi-
nally done in 1883) is one of the more famous versions. 
Contrary to popular belief, the back-breaking, genital-
twisting sexual positions that The Kama Sutra is most 
famous for only takes up one small part of the book. 
Considering that the book does not actually contain illus-
trations, it's a bit disappointing. This makes "splitting of a 
bamboo," "congress of a cow," and "mixture of milk and 
water" more difficult for both the seasoned veteran and 
the tender newcomer. Thankfully, Burton's translation is 
free of ambiguity. 
As for the rest of the book, The Kama Sutra goes into a 
lot of detail on the other aspects of love , and sex, such as 
courtship and marriage. While it clearly shows its age 
today, it gives insight into a different culture and time. Si:ill, 
much of it is applicable here and today, not just with sexu-
al positions, but with guidelines on conduct and etiquette. 
.--:- ---------------
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II' avaryUiiiJ I k~mw about gaography llaanlllll friiD sports namas 
Bv Kevin WelAh OP Features Editor 
I am a man ot more Than a rew obsess10ns: soccer, horror 
movies, videogames, women, Christmas (I love this time of year), 
what my family thinks of me, and the Canucks, just to name a 
few. I have also spent a great deal of time studying geography 
(my only academic obsession) and, of all things, sports branding. 
In The Beginning 
When I was a young boy, I spent time pouring over maps of 
the world, but specifically Canada and the USA. I would do so 
with a sense of wonder-the kind most children would have felt 
studying a map of Tolkein's Middle Earth-with each city, river, 
shore, mountain, and valley sparking my imagination. What were 
the Appalachian Mountains like? How big is Charlotte, and what 
goes on there? Is New Orleans really surrounded by swamps? 
How do the woods in Nova Scotia differ from Golden Ears Park 
in BC? 
Originally, I became interested in geography when I opened 
up an adas determined to discover the location of every National 
Hockey League city, and that was that. I loved it-1 ate it up every 
chance I got. To this day, I still occasionally kick back in front of 
the tube with a beer and an adas. 
My memory of how· I became obsessed with sports branding 
is more vivid. My twin brother got into hockey slighdy before I 
did. On Saturday nights, I would try to watch hockey with hlm 
and my father, but would inevitably become bored and retreat to 
my room to play with my Star Wars figures. One cold, dark nighG 
I was scurrying away from the living room when the CBC flashed 
a pair of hockey logos. One, the Montreal Canadie~s. I had seen 
before and knew (but, at the time, didn't care). The other struck 
me-l thought it was wonderful. The shape of the ''W," the 
whale's fin, the way the blue and green played off each other. 
Instead of retreating to my room, I instead broke into my broth-
er's room and hauled out his fledgling hockey card collection. I 
rummaged through the box, tossing cards hither and yon before 
finally finding one that had the logo I was looking for. I could 
care less about the player-it was Merlin Malinowski, if you must 
know-it was the team I was looking for: the Hartford Whalers. 
By the time that night was over, I had memorized and consid-
ered all 21 NHL team names and thoroughly studied their logos. 
I then tormented my family by approaching them all to share my 
criticisms and my praises. A short time later, I delved into my first 
adas. I then began making my own leagues-g:unes were played 
only in my imagination, but I decided were the teams would play, 
what they were called, and designed their logos. The American-
Canadian Hockey League featured the Indianapolis Saints, Dayton 
Owls, and Miami Rockets, among others. Nothing's really 
changed for me, either-thanks to video games. When I play 
Madden, I'm leading the BC Lions against the Memphis 
Steamwheelets, Birmingham Regulators, or Milwaukee Mean 
Machine; when I play WJnning Eleven, fm ~off with the 
Whitecaps against the Regina Rovers, FC Quebec Dtakkar, or 
Halifax Dockers. I still make weekly visits to a pair of websites 
tOur Sports Central and The Society for Sports Uniform 
Research) to get my fill of new sports team names...W logQS. 
That's just the type of dork I am. 
The Marriage of the o 
To say that everything I know about North American geogn· 
phy I learned from sports team names ~y isn't that much of a 
trctch. Sports clubs pick their names to give them an identity-
turning to local landmarks, industry, or heritage is tiairly com-
mon. Years ago, I discovm:d that a lot of information about a 
city could be dc:rm:d from monikers. 
Some examples are obvious. Some cities have such a strong 
icWadty that most, if not all of their sports teams play homage to 
it. Calgary is a shining example of this-the CFL Stampedcrs is an 
obvious nod to Calgary's cow-town heritage, while the lacrosse 
Calgary Roughnecks are named after the workers that fuel 
Alberta's butgeooing oil industry. Over the years, many Calgary 
teams have followed the same suit-junior hockey's Wranglers, the 
World Hockey Association Cowboys, and soccer's Boomers 
(named after the booming oil industry), to name a few. 
Edmonton'~ sports teams are par for the course. The NHL 
Oilers are a dead giveaway, as are a pair of defunct soccer teams 
called the Drillers. Baseball's Cracker Cats are named after the 
term fluid catalytic cracking (or cat cracking, for short), which 
refers to the process by which petroleum is refined. 
· Dallas, Texas is another city that revels in its own stereotypical 
identity-the NFL Cowboys, NBA Mavericks, and the Texas 
Rangers (located in nearby Arlington) are now joined by arena 
football's Desperados in recognizing the Wild West roots of 
Texas. Other Dallas teams through the years have included foot-
ball's Texans and indoor soccer's Sidekicks. 
To the south of Dallas, Houston sports teams are derived 
from the local aeronautics industry. The NBA Rockets, NL 
Astros (who were formerly called the Colt .45's), and AHL Aeros 
all pay their respects to the industry that fuels Houston. The old 
NFL Oilers, again, were named after the local oil indufotry. ;<)ther 
Houston teams from years gone include hockey's Apollos, basket-
ball's Mavericks, and fix>tball's Marshals. 
• Nashville is best known as the country music capital of the 
USA, and it's little surprise that some of the local sports teams 
have followed suit-namely baseball's Sounds and basketball's 
Rhythm. 
But many cities don't come-with a pre-packaged identity. 
Alberta, Texas, and Nashville are already so well defined, and 
have been for some time, that naming yet another sportS team 
after an oilrig, cowboy, or riff seems almost like a cop-out. These 
names have been recycled to death. These examples are obvious; 
others are not. 
The Value of the Minor Leagues 
Curtendy, there arc hundreds of North American teams play-
ing in minor or smaller profile leagues. Some names arc recycled, 
but a major trend over the past 15 years has been to grab the 
original name-the moniker that not only is not being used by a 
major league team, but also hasn't been used before by anyone. 
Traditional names like the Stars, Express, or any popular animal 
are passe. Oubs arc looking for the unique name t identify 
themselves, and local landmarks, heritage, anam ustry-mixcd 
with a litde imagination and ingenuity-have produced some truly 
unique and effective results. 
In Massachusetts, the Lowdl Spinners play baseball in the 
New York-Penn League. The Spinners is certainly an original 
name, and their logo is a spindle of yarn. Lowell was-oi ficially 
incorporated a town in 1826 an officially ecame a city in 
1836. Located at die junction of tho Merrimack and Concord 
rivers, Lowcll was • planiled community-destined to become a 
major tatile city. The rivers (and over six miles of canals within 
the city) ~ the power for Lowell's massive textile looms, 
which fuelled the local economy. By the 1850's, Lowell was the 
second largest city in New England and is still considered by 
some to be the birthplace of the United State's industrial revolu-
tion. The Spinners, with their spindle of yarn, honours the city's 
role as an early textile pioneer. Oh, and all those canals? They 
provided the inspiration for Lowell's American Hockey League 
dub-the Lock Monsters. 
When the brass behind Wheeling Thunderbirds of the East 
Coast Hockey League decided it was time to re-brand their prod-
uct, they came up with what some considered to be a typical 
minor-league name: the Nailers. The name docs convey the sense 
that it was derived from a brainstorming session of executives: 
how do we convey the speed, action, and violence of hockey? 
Yet, the name was taken direcdy from a large nail factory that 
operates in the West Virginia city. 
When the Carolina League of Baseball came to Wtlmington, 
Dcleware a few years back, team officials reached into the past 
and adopted the name of a former minor league baseball team-
the Wilmington Blue Rocks. In this case, the term ''Blue Rock" 
refers to the strings of blue granite that were found along the 
banks of the nearby Brandywine River. 
Across the country, in Iowa, are the Cedar Rapids Kernels of 
baseball's Midwest League. When heard spoken aloud, there 
seems nothing special about the nickname "Kernels", yet most 
probably assume the team is the "Colonels". If the spelling isn't a 
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giveaway, the logo is: a kernel of corn. The name is an obvious 
and clever nod to Iowa's corn industry. 
Also in the Midwest League is the magnificendy named 
Lansing Lugnuts. In 1897, a Lansing resident named Ransom E. 
Olds drove his first car down a Lansing street. Olds eventually 
founded Oldsmobile, which became a division of General Motors 
in 1908, and a major automobile assembly line was erected in the 
city. In 1996, when the Midwest League's Springfield Sultans relo-
cated to Lansing, the name "Lugnuts" was chosen to honour its 
important role in the manufacturing of cars. Lansing's assembly 
plant closed its doors in 2005, but the Lugnuts play on in the 
appropriately named Oldsmobile Park. 
Industry isn't the only inspiration for name, though. Local 
landmarks are also further immortalized when incorporated into a 
team's identity. The Brooklyn Cyclones play ball in the New 
York-P..enn League, and are named after the famous Ferris wheel 
on the Coney Island boardwil.K: 
Closer to home, the Tacoma Rainicrs of the Pacific Coast 
League (baseball) are named after nearby Mount Rainier, while 
the Oregon-based Salcm-K.eizcr Volcanoes pay homage to the 
Pacific Northwest's most famous, active volcano, Mount Saint 
Helen's. When the Las V. Stars decided it was time for a new 
identity, they adopted i:he "51's" as their new name-a reference to 
Area 51, a region in the southwest where aliens are rumoured to 
have been discovered, captured, and detained. 
Our own backyard 
Here, in British Columbia, Vancouver sports teams are no dif-
ferent from others across the continent. We hear these names 
often, and many have been in use for decades, so we take them 
for granted. We don't stop and ponder, ''Where did they get that 
name from?" As an extension, we may not even associate the 
name with what it actually is in a literal sense-we simply accept it 
as our local sports teams. But there is a fair bit of heritage in our 
local sports teams. 
The Vancouver Canucks are, obviously, our best known sports 
team. Though the Canucks were founded as an NHL club in 
1970, the club first competed in the old Pacific Coast Hockey 
League in 1945. Though the term "Canuck" is slang for a 
Canadian the same way "Yankee" is slang for an American, the 
name is actually a reference to "Johnny Canuck", a 19th century 
cartoon lumberjack. The Canucks logo throughout their tenure in 
the Pacific Coast and the old Western Hockey League was a 
toque-clad lumberjack. So. though the Canucks now wear an orca 
logo, the team name is a reference to British Columbia's lumber 
industry. 
Also a reference to the lumber industry is the Vancou':er 
Giants of the current Western Hockey League. Their logo docs 
feature a toque-clad lumberjack, and the name was chosen to 
honour British Columbia's clout in the lumber industry. 
The Vancouver Whitecaps of the United Soccer League's 1st 
Division were founded in 1974 as a member of the now defunct 
North American Soccer League. The name "Whitecaps" was cho-
sen for the snow-capped mountains and white-capped waves sur-
rounding our city. 
When the Canadian Football League came to Vancouver in 
1954, the name ''Lions" was chosen as the winner of a name-the-
team contest, but not just because it was an appropriate name for 
a football team, but also for the local geographical and mytholog-
ical significance. The Lions are a twin mountain peak to the north 
of Vancouver, named thus because the peaks resemble two lions 
~verlooking and guarding the city. 
The proof is in the pudding-there is a great deal to learn 
about a city and its heritage, landmarks, and industry just by read-
ing the sports section in your local paper. The next time you find 
yourself wondering, ''What kind of a name is that?" take a few 
seconds to throw the name into a search engine and check it out. 
You never know what you might find. 
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THE STUDENTS G TO LEWD SEXUAL ACTS 
Complied by Brady N. Ehler, OP Contributor 
Have you ever been left scratching your head, while your 
friends bust a gut laughing about some guy named Dirty 
Sanchez? Are you and your partner tired of having the 
same old missionary-style intercourse? Do you have five 
minuets to waste before studying for your class starts, and 
have already cleaned your nails? If so, it just be your lucky 
day, for you have just so happened upon 
Yes1 for the first time in the history of the universe, 
space and time, here is the list of the quintessential lewd 
sexual acts and manoeuvres. 
WARNING: The Other Press does not condone, 
recommend, or advise participation in ANY of the 
following lewd sexual acts. 
Basically, if you do any of this crazy shit with another 
consenting adult, well, that's your business. But come 
on, how many people actually pull a Houdini after a 
Screwnicorn? Everyone knows the Screwnicorn always 
cums first. ABRACADABRA! 
The Angry Dragon: Immediately after ejaculating in your 
partner's mouth, strike your partner in the back of their 
head, so the ejaculate comes out their nose. 
The Chocolate Glove: Defecating in a condom, freezing 
it, and then using it as a sexual aid. 
The Dirty Sanchez: While having sex with your partner 
from behind, insert your finger into their anus. When your 
partner turns around, draw a moustache on their face with 
your soiled finger, and yell out, "Dirty Sanchez!" 
The Donkey Punch: While having sex with your partner 
from behind, immediately before orgasm, strike your part-
ner in the back of the head, they will tighten up, thus 
increasing your orgasm. 
The Dutch Oven: Flatulating during intercourse. 
The Fireman: Immediate before ejaculating, set your part-
ner's pubic hairs on fire, then douse the flames with your · 
ejaculate. 
Golden Showers: Urinating on your partner before, dur-
ing, or after sex. 
The Hot Carl: Performing fellatio on your partner, while 
they defecate. 
The Hot Carla: Performing cunnilingus on your partner, 
while they defecate. 
The Houdini: While having sex with your partner from 
behind, pull out and spit on your partner's back. When 
your partner turns around, ejaculate in their face and yell 
ABRACADABRA! 
Lucky Pierre: The man in the middle of a three-way. 
The Mexican Chilli-Dog (a Scheizer variation): 
Defecating between your partner's breasts, then having 
intercourse with them. 
The Rodeo: While having sex with your partner from 
behind, yell out someone else's name, and then see how 
long you can hang on. 
The Roman Conquest: At the moment of climax, setting 
your partner's pubic hair on fire, then throwing salt into 
the penetrated orificy. 
The Rusty Trombone: Giving your partner a hand-job, 
while simultaneously giving them a rim-job. 
___________________ / ____ __ 
The Screwnicorn: Pleasuring your partner with a strap-on 
dildo secured on your head. 
TJ:le Sheizer: Defecating on your partner before, during, 
of after sex. 
The Shocker: Inserting your thumb into your partner's 
anus, while penetrating their vagina with 2 or more fingers. 
The Stranger: Sitting on your hand for five minuets, and 
then masturbating. 
The Tea Bag: The act of bobbing your testicles into your 
partner's mouth, ·while they perform oral sex on your anus. 
The Tony Danza (a va~ation of the Houdini): While 
having sex with your partner from behind, pull out and 
spit on your partner's back. When your partner turns 
aro,und, ejaculate in their face and yell, ''Who's The Boss!?" 
Tossing Salad: Oral sex performed on your partner's 
anus, with the aid of condiments. ' 
Washing the Dog: Trying to insert both your testicles in 
your partner's vagina. This is just as. difficult as trying to 
get a dog in the tub. 
The Western Grip: Masturbation with your hand inverted 
(with the thumb facing you). 
The Western Stranger: Sitting on your hand for five min-
uets, and then masturbating with your hand inverted (with 
the thumb facing you). 
The Other Press: Pleasuring yourself using the method of 
your choice, all the while thinking of your favorite Other 




For Developmental Studies students that did not graduate high school, all fees for the year are 
significantly reduced. Do you think this is fair and why or why not? 
Elise 
General studies (art) 
"No I don't really think its fair, we're all in the same boat here as far as learning, 
that shouldn't have anything to do with it costing specific people less." 
Scott 
Criminology 
"I'd say its fair because they a_ren't at the same level. We don't personally pay for 
high school, that's where they are still. If you don't give certain people breaks here 
and there, how will they ever get anywhere?" 
Brenden 
Sciences 
"No way. We should all pay the same man." 
Ayana Manson 
DVST 
"In a way I do think it's fair, because basically you're getting a high school educa-
tion, just at a college. For those of us that did graduate though it's like fuck man, 
that was a waste of time." 
Jordon Kirk 
DVST 
"I think DVST is a great program for people who haven't graduated. The govern-




"I think everyone should pay the same lower cost. To give someone the monetary 
advantage because they didn't graduate is silly. Graduates put in the effort 
and time and get dinged more. That makes no sense at all. 
Words and photographs by: Chelsea Hackney 
Tha "Oh"lympics Gamas· 
Brian McLennon, OP Sports Editor 
The Winter Olympics begin this week in Torino, Italy. 
Hundreds of athletes from around the world will converge 
on the city located in the Alps of Northwestern Italy to 
compete in fifteen different events; Alpine Skiing, Biathlon, 
Bobsled, Cross-Country Skiing, Curling, Figure Skating, 
Freestyle Skiing, Ice Hockey, Luge, Nordic Combined, 
Short Track, Skeleton, Ski Jumping; Snowboarding, and 
Speed Skating. With all the muscles flexing, hearts pump-
ing and sweat dripping off sculpted bodies, it is no wonder 
that one of most popular events at the Olympic is the ole' 
down and dirty . .. sex. 
Ever since the beginning of the games, a good romp in 
the hay (or snow for the winter games participants) has 
always played a major role in Olympics. The reported level 
of frisky activities that were taking place off-camera led the 
Athens Olympic organizers to stockpile their Olympic 
Village pharmacies with an over abundance of 130,000 
condoms ... now that's amort. The numbers are a dramatic 
increase to the mere 25,000 condoms that were on hand 
when the 2000 Summer Olympic Games in Sydney, 
Australia. 
When you really think of it, it all makes perfect sense. 
Many athletes and coaches still believe that the best way to 
peak performance is abstaining from sexual activity before 
competition. So, with all these horned-up athletes 
crammed into an athletes' village complex, you're bound to 
have more than just ski boots "knockin." 
In an effort to curb these kind of events, a ministry of 
called LifeWay Christian Resources partnered with Lay 
Witness for Christ International and hosted ''An Evening 
with the Olympians: True Love Waits" in Athens. The 
event featured athletes who encouraged students to make a 
commitment and remain abstinent from sex until marriage. 
Evidently, these same athletes didn't take the message 
back to the Olympic Villages, where the 130,000 condom 
stockpile was supplied to the 17,000 athletes. Organizers 
wanted ensure they didn't encounter the same problems as 
in Sydney, where a condom shortage had the latex orbs 
worth more than the Olympic Gold itself. In an effort to 
prevent combustion by the athletes, 20,000 more condoms 
were quickly shipped in before the Games ended. 
But let's not get carried away here. Cupid has done 
more than just shoot his arrow into the confines of latex; 
he has actually made some real love connections. During 
the 1972 Munich Olympics, Hostess trainer, Silvia 
Sommerlath caught the eye of Swedish crown prince Carl 
Gustaf XVI Bernadotte. When the games ended, he 
tracked her down and the two were married in 1976. 
Former Canucks player, Bret Hedican was struck by 
Cupid's arrow during the 1992 Winter Games in Albertville 
when he was introduced to figure skater, Kristi Yamaguchi. 
Yamaguchi claims she had no recollection of the initial 
meeting as she was in "la-la land" after winning the gold 
medal. However, a few years later at GM Place's opening 
gala, the two were reunited as she was a sta~ring performer 
and he was with the Canuck's organization. 
Yamaguchi said that it was the second introduction that 
"made an impression". The two were married in 2000 and 
now have two child.t;en. 
At the 2002 Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake City 
(SLC), Utah, love was in the air as sweethearts took to the 
streets on Valentine's Day to exchange kisses. The lip lock-
ing event all started with the SLC police officers handed 
out heart shaped "Kiss Me" suckers. Heeding the advice of 
the tasty treats, couples began to embrace each other in 
streets of this normally dry, conservative city. Even a mem-
ber of the US men's skeleton team caught the love bug, as 
Lincoln Dewitt and his fiancee, Linda Sanders, joined eight 
other couples and exchanged official 2002 Valentine's 
Day/Coca Cola pins as a symbol of their love for each 
other. Sanders said the event was very romantic. 
The list of athletes that have found true love during the 
Olympics is quite impressive. 
Here a short list. 
Biathlon 
Antje Miezersky and Ian Harvey 
Ntala Skinner and Kevin Quintinillo 
Deborah Nordyke and Curtis Schreiner 
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Liv Grete Skjelbreid and Raphael Poiree 
Figure Skating 
Kristi Yamaguchi and hockey player Bret Hedican 
Elizabeth Punsalan and Jerod Swallow 
Silvia Fontana and John Zimmerman 
Carol Heiss and Hayes Jenkins 
Ludmila and Oleg Protopopov 
Ekaterina Gordeeva and 
(deceased) Sergei Grinkov 
Ekaterina Gordeeva and Ilia Kulik 
Jenni Meno and Todd Sand 
Beata Handra and Charles Sinek 
Isabelle Brasseur and Rocky Marva! 
Tatiana Navka and Alexander Zhulin 
Jill Trenary and Christopher Dean 
Marina Klimova and Sergei Ponomarenko 
Katarina Witt and Alberto Tomba 
Skiing 
Hannah Hardaway and Brian Currutt 
Beckie Scott and Justin Wadsworth 
Megan Gerety and Tommy Moe 
Anna Parisien and Joe Levins 
Penny Pitou and Egon Zimmerman (divorced) 
Andrea Mead and David Lawrence (divorced) 
Lynn Spencer and Jiin. Galanes (divorced) 
Speedskating 
Jennifer Rodriguez and KC Boutiette 
Leah Poulos and Peter Mueller (divorced) 
Marianne Timmer and Peter Mueller 
So, while you're watching the athletes perform this 
week in the Turin Games, keep an eye out for that glazed 
look that accompanies new lov~. You may be witnessing 
the birth of a lifelong partnership, or, at least the initial 
stages of the nights of bumpin'-and-grindin' to come. 
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Lifa as a. Laaf Fan Pity Ma, For I Suck 
Steph Smith, OP Contributor 
Up front, my team is a sad array of "has beens" and "should have beens." Eric ' 'The 
Concussion King" Lindros,Jason "Head Injury-Missed a Year'' Allison, Jeff "Didn't I Used 
to be Good?" O'Neill, Nik ''Why Can't I Skate?" Antropov, Mariusz ' 'Who?" 
Czerkawski ... you get the idea. (I cry every single time Nik Anttopov tries to skate slowly 
up the ice. Really I do). 
Sadly, the only thing worse than the front end of the team is the back end. Defence? 
What is defence? We have a few players that we tty and pass of as defensemen, but it's not 
really fooling anyone. Bryan "Puck Fumbler Extraordinaire" McCabe, Tomas ''Why Shoot 
When I Can Pass Instead?" Kaberle, Aki "A Pylon in a Jersey" Berg, Ken "I Play 
Defence?" Klee, and an array of no-name no talents that we cycle between the AHL and 
NHL. 
Last but not least, and saddest of all, is the goaltending my Leafs have. At one time in 
his life Ed Belfour was one of the best goalies in the game. Look at his stats throughout 
his career. He's second only to Patrick Roy for wins, and two years ago he single-handedly 
took the Toronto Maple Leafs past the Ottawa Senators and into the second round of the 
playoffs. Sadly those times are long gone. Now you are never sure if you are going to get 
Ed "Hey, I'm Awesome" Belfour or Ed "Hey, I'm Drunk" Belfour. And if you have to pull 
him for any reason, the Leafs have Mikael "Slightly Better than Trevor Kidd" Tellqvist to 
back him up. It's a scary, nerve-wracking ordeal. 
Having said that, I am aware of where my team stands. I am aware that they are the 
laughing stock of the NHL, and that there are a good 10 or more teams who are much 
much better and more deserving of my time, but I love my Leafs as much as I hate them. 
It's in my blood. 
I was born to Leafs fan parents and grandparents. I grew up receiving Leafs tickets and 
memorabilia for birthdays and Christmas. I grew up saving up 320 dollars with which to 
buy tickets to a game that the Leafs lost 7-2 (and this happened on more than one occa-
sion). I grew up loving the game, and loving my team in the 80s when we finished in last 
place. I have to constantly defend my team and fight off people's laughter. And before you 
say anything I remind you that I KNOW THEY SUCK! I KNOW IT! It's like a bad drug 
habit that I just can't kick, or just don't want to. 
As a young girl, I grew up all around Southern Ontario and, as such, I have a confession to 
make. I am a devout fan of the Toronto Maple Leafs. Yes yes, I can hear you laughing at 
me from here. Don't worry I get enough threats and laughter to know where I stand. 
For the Leafs, the motto is ''The Passion That Unites Us" and I think it is true; howev-
er, I might .suggest a slight modification to something more like, ''The Brain Disorder That 
Unites Us." 
You see, I am a Leafs fan it's true ... but I am one of those Leafs fans who knows that 
my team sucks. I am a rare Leafs fan with a fairly accurate sense of reality. Ho.wever, just 
for fun, let's examine why I am so pathetic and why I know the reasons I am subject to so 
much ridicule because of my fandom. 
Every single person who is a "diehard" Maple Leafs fan is obviously off his or her 
rocker. I love my team, I know they suck, and I am pathetic. Wanna fight about it? We have 
Tie ''The Midget Turtle" Domi, and when was the last time he lost in a fight? Yeah. 
Brian Mcl..ennon, Sports Editor 
The Douglas College Royals' Men's Soccer team are the 
2005 CCAA National Champions. In front of an ecstatic 
home crowd at the Burnaby Lake Sports Complex, the 
Royals defeated the Algonquin Thunder by the score of 2-0 
to win their first ever National Soccer Championship. On 
hand to witness this historic event were Douglas College 
President, Susan Witter, Director of Communications and 
Marketing, Brad Barber, and Athletic Director, Lou Rene 
Legge. 
''I'm just so happy for them. I know how much they 
wanted this," said Lou Rene. "Champio~s are those who 
can overcome adversity and this group of young men and 
the coaching staff epitomizes the true meaning of champi-
ons." 
The Player of the Game for Douglas was Ivan Estrada. 
The outstanding freshman had a sensational rookie cam-
paign, especially in post-season play where he was named 
Best Forward in the Provincial Championship tournament. 
Other Royals garnering awards were Jagminder Gill, who 
was named a tournament all-star along with all Canadian 
and BCCAA Player of the Year, Cameron Wilson. The 
''Mighty" Casey Wilson was named the tournament's Most 
Valuable Player. 
Overlooked on the awards podium was Royals' goal-
keeper, Krisjian Johannson. The 6'4" sophomore from 
North Delta was brilliant throughout the entire tournament. 
When the final whistle blew at the cessation of the champi-
onship game, Johannson had recorded a perfect shut out in 
three games. Krisjian, who finished the regular season with 
a 1.36 goals-against average, doubled his entire season shut 
out total (2). 
"He slipped under the radar." Said Lou Rene Legge. 
''There were times w~en the opposition had some good 
opportunities to score and Krisjian always came up big." 
The Road to Gold 
Even afrer a slow start to the season and season record 
that wavered just above .500, the team never loss focus of 
their goal and were determined to prove their skeptics 
wrong. In a dramatic turn around, the team won ten out of 
their last eleven games en route to a National 
Championship. One person who never had a doubt in his 
mind or of his team's capability was Head Coach, Joe 
Ormerod. 
''There's something special about this team." He said 
during an interview leading up to the National 
Championship tournament. 'We ·are coming together at the 
right time ... this is the year." 
In his short, five-year span at the helm of the Men's 
Soccer program, Ormerod's squad won three BCCAA 
Provincial Championships (2002, 2003, and 2005). Along 
with long-time Assistant Coach, Shane Ramsey, and first-
year Assistant Coach, Matt Ormerod, the team were 
National silver medalists in 2002 and bronze medalists in 
2003 (as the host team). 
"She [Lou Rene Legge] said it should take us fours years 
to win it" Said Ormerod. ''This was the fourth year com-
peting at Nationals and we did it." 
As part of the grand finale to this epic Championship 
story, Ormerod broke out into song and dance to the 
delight of his team and the cheering home crowd. 
The Other Press wishes to extend a hardy ''well-done 
lads" to every member of the Men's Soccer Program. So, 
well done lads. 
SPORTS 
Fling Tha 
NBA Playars raquirad to follow a drass coda 
Brian McLennon, Sports Editor 
For the first time in history, the NBA has instituted a 
dress code policy for its players ... and it has been long-
time corning. 
On Monday, October 17, NBA commissioner David 
Stern sent a memo to every NBA team indicating the 
mandatory Dress Code policy that will be effective with 
the start of the 2005-2006 season on November 1, 
2005. This new policy will make the NBA the first pro-
fessional sports league organization to implement such 
a regulation. 
The dress code stipulates, "Players are required to 
wear business casual attire whenever they are engaged 
in team or league business." The definition of the 
league's 'business casual' is a long or short-sleeved dress 
shirt, and/ or a sweater. Dress slacks, khaki pants, or 
dress jeans. Appropriate shoes and socks, which include 
dress shoes, dress boots, or other presentable shoes, but 
not including sneakers, sandals, flip-flops, or work 
boots. 
In addition to the implementation of a new dress 
code policy, the league has gone as far as to clearly out-
line what not to wear. Included on the list of what not 
to wear are sleeveless shirts, shorts, t-shirts, jerseys or 
sports apparel, headgear of any kind, chains, pendants, 
or medallions worn over the player's clothes, sunglasses 
while indoors, and headphones (other than on the team 
b~s or plane, or in the team locker room). 
The new dress code (as expected) was met with 
mixed reviews by players, coaches, and the media. But 
what exactly is this new dress code trying to establish? 
Some critics have argued that the issue of the dress 
code is racially motivated, but is that necessarily true? 
Philadelphia Inquirer columnist, Steve A. Smith who is 
an African-American wrote, " ... Indeed, there's a racial 
element here. But since there are 60-year-old black par-
ents and grandparents just as appalled by some players' 
attire, there is a generational element too." 
Smith continued by supporting the NBA dress code. 
"When you are selling a sport overwhelmingly populat-
ed by young black males to an older white audience, the 
reality is that impressions, first or otherwise, often 
determine your product's success." 
Ever since the Pacer-Piston melee that occurred last 
year in Detroit during the final minutes of a game, the 
NBA has been under pressure to clean up its image. In 
the late 80's and 90's, sport legends such as Michael 
Jordan, Ervin "Magic" Johnson, and Larry Bird person-
ified the NBA with success on and off the court. Their 
exceptional athletic abilities, charming personalities, and 
professional images made the NBA the media darling 
of the professional sport organization around the 
globe. However, with the retirement of these basketball 
statesmen, the BA was in search of a new group stars 
that could continue their media success. 
By the late 90's, a new breed of younger stars such 
as Kevin Garnett, Kobe Bryant, and Allen Iverson 
exploded on to the NBA scene. They were younger, 
' received more media attention, and were paid higher 
salaries than most previous NBA players earned in their 
entire careers. The birth of mega stars had ·arrived and 
with it, they brought in a culture that was hitting the 
mainstream America in full stride, Hip hop. 
Hip-hop culture was nothing new in the black com-
munities across North America. It was an in your face 
attitude that boasted of a lavish lifestyle of expensive 
jewelry, luxury cars, and tattoos combined with a casual 
fashion of sneakers, baggy jeans, jerseys, and baseball 
hats. It showed opposition to the stereotypical "you 
need to act like this" to be rich. Hip-hop embodied 
• everything that these new breed of stars were ... young, 
black, rich, and famous. The NBA was hesitant at first, 
but they jumped on the bandwagon and embraced the 
hip-hop culture when they noticed hip-hop fashion had 
become Fashion. 
Hollywood stars and blue-eyed mid-America kids 
started mimicking Hip-hop entertainers by "spo(tin"' 
NBA apparel, such as jerseys and baseball hats to "rep-
resent'" their home team. The whole phenomenon 
erupted into a multi-million dollar industry as the NBA 
tried to link its players to what was becoming "Pop" 
Hip-Hop. 
However, the endorsement of Hip-Hop became an 
issue when its culture began to infiltrate the NBA 
image. It was like the players damn well lost their 
minds! They didn't draw the line between "at play" and 
"at work." I'm sorry, you can call me old school, you 
can call me old fool, but I know my momma raised me 
right. 
There is a time and place for dressing "street'' and a 
time and place where you dress professionally. When 
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you're making $8 million a year and you are in the 
national spotlight at media event ... you dress profes-
sionally! From wearing mega-huge headphones hanging 
from their necks and multi-karat diamond studs drip-
ping from their ear lobes, to baseball hats cocked off to 
one side; players were blurring te lines of what was 
acceptable presentation. 
But is this a racial issue or really a business issue? 
NBA TV ratings have declined in recent years and 
many critics believe that the middle-aged white viewer 
who got hooked on basketball back in the clean cut 
Jordan era, now can not relate to the current NBA play-
ers who don tattoo covered arms and large chain pen-
dants. Face it; even though the teens are soaking up the 
rebellious images, the parents with the money are not. 
With TV ratings at an all-time low, the NBA is losing 
revenues where it really counts. With fewer corpora-
tions willing to share their image with ~e questionable 
images portrayed by players, the NBA needed to 
address the problem. 
Current MVP and Victoria-native Steve Nash is 
opposed to the dress code policy. Often dressed down 
in faded t-shirts and worn jeans, his look is often 
viewed as ''West coast, laid back" and "casual," but 
never "thug." Steve says he believes the league is "over-
stepping its bounds," but also says he is willing to abide 
by the new rules. 
Elton Brand of the LA Clippers believes that the 
players are involved in professional business and should 
reflect that image. 
Stern, however, has sent a strong message to the 
NBA players. "I don't· think there will be a problem 
unless somebody wants to make a problem," he 
explained to the media reporters in New York. "If they 
really want to make a problem, they're going to have to 
make a decision about how they want to spend their 
adult life in terms of playing in the NBA or not." 
Ouch! 
Coquitlam Country Homas for tha Homalass 
By Brady Ehler, Coquitlam Rep. 
It's not a common occurrence to 
see people panhandling in the 
streets of Coquitlam, nor is it an 
every day sight to see someone 
pushing a shopping cart around 
without groceries in it. 
However, in my three years of 
living in Coquitlam, I have seen a 
few homeless people, here and 
there, diving for aluminum cans, or 
carrying them in large plastic bags 
to the recycling centre. The fre-
quency of them is minute, but they 
are here, not so much in the winter, 
but in the summer, many of them 
seem to migrate east from the city 
to spend time in the "urban coun-
try" of Coquitlam. 
I first became aware of this in 
my first summer here, while wan-
dering about aimlessly, as I some-
times do. Central Coquitlam is an 
urban area that is littered with 
patches of undeveloped land; 
square blocks, and larger expanses 
covered with vegetation, sometimes 
forested, sometimes thick with 
blackberry bushes and often inac-
cessible. However, some people 
decide to take advantage of these 
secluded areas and camp out, in 
camouflaged and otherwise aug-
mented tents. 
The first transient-tent I hap-
pened upon was near Henderson 
Mall, deep within the underbrush 
of a nearby vacant lot. You can 
imagine my surprise. It wouldn't be 
the last I'd see. In the three years 
since then I have seen a few more, 
including one right next to the 
Highway! It was camouflaged quite 
well, and I'm sure I must have 
passed by it several times, but it 
was right there next to the 
Lougheed, near the bridge to PoCo, 
where thousands of cars undoubt-
edly passed by every day. 
Although it is still winter and 
the venture may have been doomed 
to failure from the beginning, I 
decided to enlist the services of 
OP photographer, Jen Aird and 
hunt for one of these elusive 
Coquitlam bum-homes and prove 
to the world that they indeed do 
exist. The first place we chose to 
look was a spot near the path to 
my house, a little spot where the 
neighborhood's teenagers like to 
hide out and smoke pot. 
Unfortunately, all we found was a 
rusty shopping cart and some soggy bundles 
of auto-traders. Undeterred, we continued on 
next checking underneath the nearby creek-
bridge, which yielded a make-shift bed of 
cardboard and an ingenious pillow, which con-
sisted of a shallow cardboard box and a heavy 
green sweater. 
Energized by our findings, we pressed on 
to the railroad tracks near Orchid Drive. We 
kn~ we were on the right track when we 
happened upon a congregation of three shop-
ping carts, and a Safeway bag full of clothes. 
We crossed a small bridge, and found another 
shopping cart, a mattress, and a rolled up 
length of carpet . . . but no transient tent. We 
decided to grab the other shopping carts, to 
set up a shot, when I spied a bit of white 
among the vegetation on the other side of the 
creek. We hurriedly went over to investigate. 
We followed a path of clothes, shopping carts, 
and miscellaneous items to ... some wood 
planks and an empty wine jug. However, we 
decided to press on a little further and found, 
after no more than a half hour of searching, 
our first Coquitlam bum-home. It was a three-
man tent covered by a large tarp; there were 
also all sorts of modifications, including a 
closed-off entrance made from a large section 
of Styrofoam. 
So, without much effort, we found proof 
that country dwelling for the homeless in 
Coquitlam does, indeed, exist. Unfortunately, 
it was the only one we found all day. We spent 
the next three hours scouring the hot-spots 
for country-homes, but to no avail. We found 
hoards of shopping-carts, clothing, and even 
an old oil-drum, which appeared to have been 
used for fires, but no more country-homes. 
Perhaps our lack of success is due to the 
unfavorable winter weather; it is certainly not 
a result of a decrease in homeless population. 
According to Michael Goldberg, research 
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director for SPARC BC (Social Planning and 
Research Council of British Columbia) and 
coordinator of the 2005 homeless count, 
Coquitlam had a homeless population of 30, a 
big jump from the 13 the city was believed to 
have contained in 2002. Some people may be 
surprised that Coquitlam is home to any tran-
sients at all, however, 30 people is still relative-
ly small potatoes compared to the 1 ,310 who 
resided in Vancouver in 2005. 
Perhaps it is inevitable though, that the 
more urban the suburbs become, the more 
homeless they will contain. In the past three 
years, the only cities in the Lower Mainland 
area not to experience raises in levels of 
homelessness were Pitt Meadows and Maple 
Ridge. 
The total number of Greatet Vancouver 
homeless people has doubled from 1,049 in 
2002 to 2,112 in 2005. 
Colin Miley: Managing Editor 
Here's my favourite spam email from last week, 
followed by my reply. 
Tools .... I f!i cancel 
To: othereditor@yahoo.ca 
------------------------4 
SLOject: NEWS FOR YOU!! 
Dear Freind, 
I am Mr Edward Binda, the only son of late Chief and Mrs K.K Binda My 
father was a very wealthy cocoa merchant in Abidjan, the economic capital of 
Ivory Coast, my father was poisoned to death by his business associates in one 
of their outings on a business trip.My mother died when I was a baby and 
since then, my father took me so special. Before the death of my father in 2003 
in a private hospital here in Abidjan, he secredy called me on his bedside and 
told me that he has the sum of Eighteen Million, Five Hundred Thousand US 
dollars (US$18,500,000) left in a fixed/ suspense account in one of the prime 
banks here in Abidjan waiting until i find a God fearing person to help me . 
I want to transfer this money and use it for investment purpose such as real 
estate management or hotel management. I am honourably seeking your assis-
tance in the following ways: 
1) To serve as a guardian of this fund since I am only 20years old 
2) To make arrangement for me to come over to your country to further my 
education and to secure a resident permit for me in your country. I am willing 
to offer you 15% of the total sum as compensation for your effort/input after 
the successful transfer of this fund into your nominated account overseas and 






Amanda Aikman, OP Columnist 
It's Oscar season, and I've got celebrities on the 
brain. Not in the "who's going to win for best 
adapted screenplay" kind of way, more in the "I 
wonder who Scarlett Johansson will wear" kind 
of way. 
Ah celebrities. As long as there's a popstar's boob to inadvertendy expose and under-
age girls for R&B singers to videotape, celebrities' antics will continue to disgust and 
entertain us regular folk. And while I may never experience the lifestyles of the rich and 
infamous first-hand, that doesn't mean I can't pretend. And so, I present to you, my 
"Celebrity I would most like to ... " list. • 
Celebrity I woul9 most like to get it on with: Sean Penn and/ or Gabriel Byrne. 
No, they aren't fresh-faced young pups from the Orlando Bloom school of hotties-but 
they do both have that haggard, mysterious bastard (with a heart) quality. I love a man 
who can take a punch as well as a drink. 
Celebrity I would least like to get it on with: 50 Cent. 
While I admire the fine-tuned literary sensibilities exhibited when rhyming "club" with 
"rub," I wouldn't have the first idea how to accessorize a bulletproof vest. 
Celebrity I'd most like to be friends with: Maggie Gyllenhaal and Philip 
Seymour Hoffman. 
Maggs would lend me all her cool clothes, and PSH would make the three of us laugh 
with his clever, sarcastic repartee. What a team we'd be! 
Celebrity I'd least like to be friends with: Sofia Coppola 
She's a cool, smart, talented, beautiful, chic Oscar winner, who just happens to belong to 
tools • 1 m CillCel 
To: edwardbinda@ walla. com ----------------------~~ 
Sllbjt.tt: Hi Eddie! "] 
Dearest and most beloved Edward, 
Right off the bat, let me tell you how honoured I am to be your "freind," even 
though we've never met. I feel your pain, in that my mother died just days 
after I was conceived. She was eaten by a mythical beast called a "Skinless 
Mallard," whose frightening gait is matched only by its wicked demeanor. 
With one eye red, the other distinctively green, this hell-fowl pecked at my 
poor Mom until she died, right in front of God and everything. My father also 
"took me so special" when I was young, just like you. But my therapist and 
lawyers say I can't get into the details of that at this time. 
I'm so glad we found each other Edward. It just so happens that I think I 
can provide you with my services. I am an editor, and judging from this poor-
ly crafted email, you need an editor. Trust me on this Edward. You come off 
sounding silly in your letter, especially in the final sentence of the first para-
graph when you .say, "Before the death of my father in 2003 in a private hospi-
tal here in Abidjan, he secredy called me on his-bedside and told me that he 
has the sum of Eighteen Million, Five Hundred Thousand US dollars 
(US$18,500,000) left in a fixed/ ·Suspense account in one of the prime banks 
here in Abidjan waiting until i find a God fearing person to help me :" 
That's a pretty shitry sentence, Edward. I don't even know how to begin 
telling you about all the errors, tense problems, and grammatical mistakes 
that sentence includes. I'd need the fucking Rosetta Stone to figure out what 
the hell you're trying to say. That sentence makes me not want to be your 
"freind" anymore. It's pissing me off just thinking about it. 
But since we're still technically friends, I'm going to give you my "friend 
rate" of $4,872 per hour for my services. I estimate that your email will take 
me around 3, 797 hours to edit, give or take an hour. So, you basically owe me 
$18,498,984. I expect payment by Tuesday. Thanks Edward. 
Best, 
Colin Miley 
one of Hollywood's most respected royal families. Who needs the competition? 
Celebrity I'd most like to see beaten to death with a tire iron. Okay, maybe not 
to death ... 
Elisabeth Hasselbeck from Survivor and The VieiV. Oh, how I dislike this woman. She's pro-
life, pro-death penalty and pro-Bush. What's up with that? Why is she famous, anyway? 
For being blonde, wearing a bikini, and eating bugs? Or for her masterful interviewing of 
Lindsl).y Lohan on some obnoxious daytime-TV hagfest? 
Celebrity I'd least like to see beaten to death ... Dakota Fanning. 
Sure, she's precocious and too wealthy for someone her age, but c'mon, she's just a kid. 
Celebrity I'd most like to have as a parent: David Lynch 
Imagine, if you can, what Christmas Eve at the Lynch house would be like? Or 
Halloween? Or the fourth of July? Yeah, you might find yourself in need of therapy, but 
with a successful filmmaker for a father, at least you'd be able to afford it. 
Celebrity I'd least like to have as a parent: Courtney Love. 
Raiding her medicine cabinet and laughing at her pathetic public displays of insanity 
would be pretty fun-but it might get a little old if she were your mother. Plus you'd have 
to have that whole "Why'd you kill Daddy?" conversation, which could be awkward. 
Celebrity world I'd most like to live in: Sex and the City. 
The clothes, the shoes, the drinks, the sex-what's not to like? 
Celebrity world I'd least like to live in: The O.C. 
I could just imagine the O.C. girls when they saw me. ''Who's the new chick with the 
cheap handbag?" they'd ask, '1\nd what's she doing with that food ... oh my God, I think 
she's swallowing it!" 

